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yet it is the only thing that has
brought progress .
C.F. Kettering

T he World hates change.

Newark State College at Uni on, New J ersey

NUM BE R 23

Thursday, A pril 12, 1973

Third World Threatens Split
From Student Org.
by Betty Wetzler
The Third World Movement.
,speaking through
Ms.
Rose
Vizcorrondo, stated its intention to
withdraw from Student
Organization, Inc. and become a
self-governing agent in charge of its
own monies and activities for its
student consitituency.
Ms. Vizcorrondo, Parlimentarian and
Public Relations
chairwoman of Third World
Movement,
remarked
that
although the decision was publicly
announced last T h ursday, it had
been under consideration for some

time. The Third World Movement
is a compus organization of some
four hundred students of Black ,
Puerto
Rican,
and South
American decent. Precipitating
factors leading to the severence of
ties with Student Org. were pinpointed by Ms. Vizcorrondo:
I.) an unsympathetic and un yielding finance board
2.) inter-personal conflicts with
Student Organization Executive
Board members and Student
Council
3.) u nresponsiveness and opposition to TW M activity requests

photo by Mesgleski
Third World Cadres moves for Independence.

Student Accepted in
French Med School
Dave Scolnick, from
Piscataway, a '73 graduate, is perhaps
the first Newark State College
Biology major to be accepted to a
medical school. Dave throu gh
research on his ow n has applied
and been accepted to Facultes de
Medecine de Limoges. He feels

photo by Mesgleski
Dave Scolnick
that the medical schools in
America are too difficult and
demanding with their requirements

and costs. Si nce all medical schools
in France are State supported . the
tuition is approximately thirt y
doll ars per year, a nd the cost of li ving is about one hundred an d fifty
dollars per month. His reasons for
choosing a school in France are
many but the main reaso ns are
costs and location.
Research shows failure in
French Medical schools are due to
lack of comprehension of the
foreign language and culture causing a n inability to compete with
other students. In order to overcome this barrier Dave hasjoined
the Franco American Alliance.
This i~ a non profit organirntion
which assists in placement, funding, and adaptation to the enviro11me nt.
This
organization
aided him in his acceptance and
transporting of transcripts. Along
with this the Franco American
Alliance sets up a summer
program. The program will enroll
Dave for 300 hours in a course
teaching conversational French as
well as technical and medical terminology. This course offered is
one of many benifiis of belonging
to this organization. Dave now has
(( ()/1(!1/lll!d {I/I /WK I!

by Student Council
4 . ) disappointing student
government election outcomes
5.) campus activities overwhelmingly geared to the dominant white
culture
In its proposal to Student Org.
for its independence, TW M has
outlined a plan whereby they will
establish themselves as a separate
student government apart from
Student Org. supervision . The plan
allows .for every Newark State
student to choose on a semesterly
basis whethe r he or she wishes to be
part of TWM or Student Org.
(whites are not barred from TWM
membership) . T hose who elect to
be represe nted by TWM will have
50% of that semester's activ ity fee
turned over to TWM a nd 50% to
Student Org. By this method,
st udents will retain their rig ht to
Stude nt Org. benefits suc h as CCB
co ncerts, health services. etc.
Mem bership in TW M will insure
adeq uate ex pression -of their
interests t hrough fu nding of activities not previous ly supported or
enco uraged by Studen t O rg. (exa mple: mi nority group co nce rn s
s uc h as cult ural programs, po litical
activities, etc.)
Ms. Vizcorrondo stressed that
TWM spo nsored activit ies wou ld
be o pen to the enti re college community - their purpose in the sp lit is
NOT to alii: nate others. but to
educate them by providing suc h
large scale minority and specia l
interest group activities open to all
- a goal not possible for TWM on
the $3,000 budget Student Org.
a ll otted them for this year's activities.
She further explained that th e
new TWM would be a governing
body similar to Student Org. in
that it would have excutive officials, a representative assembly.
and a finance board for dispensing
of funds - all with the hopes that
those students who are members
will find "true representation" 1n
college affairs through TWM.
Steven Band , President of
Student Org., termed the break a
"bad move" and forsees "a tremendous amount of legal hassles involved in s uch action". He asked
those in TWM to postpone any
immediate action and give the entire matter "deeper consideration."
He suggests that they wait at least
( ( 011111wed on paKl! 'J)

The
Third
World
Movement asks student to
react to their decision. Their
office is located in the
Student center and they request your comments.
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Cabinet Talks World/Money
by Betty Wetzler
Student Organization President
Steven Band presided over the last
President's Cabinet meeting of the
academic year April 5th . ·r wo pressing issues concerned the assembled campus leaders - the Third
World Movement's threatened
withdraw!
from
Student
Organization a nd the crisis caused
by federal cut backs in stude nt
finan cia l aid.
Ms . R ose Vi,corrond o .
representing ·1 WM , announced

her group's plan to dissolve bonds
with Student Organirntion. Inc.
and to continue functioning as an
independent self-governing body
campus. Cabinet reactions to
TWM's intentions straddled the
extremes. Tom O'Donnel. roordinator of Communication Help
Center Hotline, stated his "100'½
su pport for the split" while M r-c
Band was decidedly against such a
break and asked for ·1 WM's reconsideration of th eir deci sio n. Other
Ca binet members cal led for

"reco nciliation" of the two groups
while
atesting
to
TWM's
"legitimate complaints". It was
brought out that such a break
would entail legal hassles and possible state intervention (in the form
of holding back all student activities funds). Members did agree
however, that if reconciliation
between TWM and Student Org. is
impossible, TWM could not and
s hould not be forced to remain
under Student Org. jurisdiction.
(( t1 II/IIIU l!tf // II / HIKI!
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Campus leaders discuss federal cutbacks.

Washington Delays
May Affect 500
Nsc·Students
by Susan Cousins
Unless Congress takes prompt
actio n on the curre nt legislation
affecting student loan and aid
programs, up to 500 NSC
undergrad uates may not be back in
class for the 1973 fall semester.
Changes in t he federal financial
ai d programs fo r 1973-74 are contai ned
in t h e new
Basic
Educatio na l Oppo rtun ity Gran t
( B E O G)
P rogra m . B EOG
legislation
eliminates
NDSL
(National Direct Student Loan).

New Exec .

Bd. Sets
G·oals
by Sharon McHale
As the newly elected president
and vice-president respectively.
Lou Stavrakis a nd Mary J ane
Leonard stated their objectives for
Student Org .. Greater stress will be
placed upon the reorgani1ation of
committees over th e summer months, so that by September the
process of committee work will be
already set in motion. The
framework will be a pyramid wi th
the executive board of Student
Org. on top followed by student
liasion then the chairmen of the
committees and the people under
them. In the new committee structure, the responsibility will be with
the committee members to get the
job done, thus lessening the load on
Mary Jane and Lou.
Every student is invited to participate on a committee whether he
has a gripe or seeks to get involved.
An example of committees open to
students are R. T. P .. curriculum.
and academic standards. One of
the newest and most dynamic committees is student rights. where the
students will work with administrators in such areas as
student protection . Anv student
interested in joining a co~mittee is
welcome to pick up information at
the president's office in Student
Org .. Other areas of change are in
finance,
communication.
academics, and registration.
Mary Jane has plans to revamp
the wh o le finance board by
((',, 111i11uetl , 111 / )(IKI! 5)

EOG (Educat ional Opportunity
Gra nt) a nd work study programs
which will have significant effect
on st udent aid programs expecia lly
here at coll ege. In addition the
legislation for the funding of
BEOG may be delayed til as late as
July. This will leave very little time
to put BEOG into effect; consequently I 0- 13% of Newark State's
stu de nts could conceivably be
wi t ho ut
financia l aid
come
September.
_ The projected loss of up to 500
students will hit the middle income
families hardest - those with incomes of 10-15,000 d o llars. This
loss of students due to discontinued programs and delayed
BEOG fu nding will be added to by
new restrictions that have been established on the guaranteed
student loan programs.
Concerned with what Congressional decisions may bring for
many Newark Staters. Presiden t
Weiss along with Dean Parks. Patrick Ippolito. Steve Ban. Lou
Stravakis, Juanita Toledo. rather
Merdinger. Neil Gallagher a nd
Brian Malloy went to Washington .
O.C. on April 3. They spent the day
t alking to
numerous
N.J.
Co ngressmen including Representatives Patten and Rin a ldo. presenting a statement of how the
legislative will effect N.S.C.
When the legislati on in question
finally comes - up for a vote in
Congress - although an effort will
be made to re-organi1e the
proposed budget - no request
appears ready to be made which
will increase the funds that ran be
allocated. Dr. Weiss' reaction to
this cutback in federal funds a nd
combating it was "It will take a
nation wide movement." It was
suggested ~hat President Weiss
investigate ._t(ie possibility of
deferred tuition payment should
reduced financial aid funds make
payment by many students impossible as one large su m. Steve
Band assured those who'd gone to
0.0. that the
ational Student
Lobby (NSL) is mobili7ing now.
It has been suggested by N .J.
Congressman Helstoski that individuals can effect the most
change to the proposed budget by
writing letters to the congressman
in their district. Such a letter writing campai ng is du e to start o n
cam put within the nex t few weeks .
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Extensive Summe~
Program Offered
Newark State College will offer a
wide variety of courses this
summer, including special-interest
workshops, clinics and institutes.
During Intersession , May 21J u ne
14, gradrate and
undergraduate classes will meet
evenings,
Monday through
Thursday. The popular "Opera
Workshop", providing coaching
and the study of opera roles, will be
offered May 14-June 14.
Intersession Registration will be
held at the Union Campus, May 5
and 12, at the Boonton Campus,
May 11, 16 and 17. Late Registration for Intersession courses at
both Union and Boonton is
scheduled for May 21.
Summer Session, June 25A ugust 3 will offer both day and
evening classes for graduate and
undergraduate students. A number
of special programs may be
selected by students, including the
Institute for Teachers of Trainable
Mentally Retarded" held at Woodbridge State School, covering the
latest
educational
and
psychological techniques of working with the mentally retarded.
Students who enroll in the "Field
Course in Archeology," offered in
cooperation . with Seton Hall
University, will participate in a dig
while livipg in tents along the
Delaware River. The "Suzuki String Clinic," taught by Mr. William
Starr, President of the Suzuki

First NSC
Model Seder

1

Talent Institute, will be held dail y,
July 9-13, focusing on the Suzuki
philosophy and methodology of
teaching string instr'uments. Dr.
Selahattin Erturk, professor of
Hacettepe University. Ankara .
Turkey, will present graduate
courses in the areas of international
and
comparative
education.
The Kodal y Workshop, under
renowned
specialist,
Katinka
Daniel; Orff and General Music
Workshops will be given in the
post-summer session, August 6-16.
Two reading courses: "Literature
for the Now Generation" and
"Reading in the Content Area" will
be presented for the first time during the post-summer session.
Registration for Summer Session programs win be held at the
Union Campus, June 8 and 15, at
the Boonton Campus, June 13. 20.
and 21. Late registration for
Summer Session programs is
scheduled for June 22 at Union,
June 25 at Boonton.
For complete infor.mation contact the office of Summer Session
and Special Programs: 527-2163.

Bilingual
Local Industry Aids
in Field Study Program Conference
UNION , N.J . - Nine local firms
provided practical experience during the month of January for 16
Newark State College students
participating in the Busjness. Industry and
Research
( Bl R)
Laboratory Experience phase of
the College's first Mid Year Study
Program .
Cooperating firms,
located
within a 30 mile radius of the
College's Union campus. included
Amerace
Esna
Corporation.
Union; Exxon Corporation,
Linden; Jersey Mortgage Company, Elizabeth; Man Tech of New
Jersey Corporation, Livingston;
Prudential Insurance Company.
Newark; Sandoz, East Hanover;
Sea-Land Service. Incorporated ,
Elizabeth; The Singer Company,
Elizabeth and Wakefern Food
Corporation, Elizabeth.
Evaluations presented by both
sides of the alliance were favorable.
The students, all seniors in the new
Computer Science Program. expressed enthusiasm for continuing
this type of program. Cooperation
with the industrial personnel with

Camping Assoc. Endorses
New Recreation Major
UNION, N.J. - Ed Robinson.
president of the New Jersey Section of the American Camping Association today endorsed the
recently approved major in Urban
and Outdoor Recreation at
Newark State College-at-Union.
Mr. Robinson stated. "we are
looking forward to the increased
possibilities for the improvement
of the camping profession which
will stem from this unique
program." He added. "we have enjoyed a growing cooperative
relationship with Newark State
College for severa(years through
our Annual Leadership Institute.
They have assisted in making the
Institute one of the outstanding
national programs of its kind ."

Mr. Robinson added further,
"the new major Urban and Outdoor Recreation will assist in improving professional standards
and prepare well trained professionals in the camping field ."
The Urban and Outdoor
Recreation major was approved by
the Board of Higher Education last
month. The program is designed to
prepare students for the growing
recreation and leisure-time fields.
Graduates can prepare for careers
in the public or private sector. in
therapeutic, recreational, social
and industrial areas.
Anyone interested in obtaining
more information on the new major may contact the Office of Admissions, NSC, (201) 527-2195 .

Rabbi Leonard S . Zoll. Jewish
Chaplain at Newark State College
has announced that the Campus
Jewish Community assisted by
members of the Woman's Division
of the Union YMHA-Jewish Community Center will sponsor a
Model Seder ( Passover Meal) for
1he campus community on Friday,
April 13, 1973 at 12:30 pm in Room
A of Downs Hall.
Passover begins on Monday
evening, April 16 with a Home
1
Seder commemorating the Exodus
from Egypt some thirty five centuries ago by a band of Hebrew
The following excerpt concerns
C.l.A.O. the Italian-American the Newark State Communication
slaves led by Moses. Passover is th e
Organization will hold their first Help Center, which was included
oldest Jewish Festival and is
meeting, Thursday the 19th of Ap- . as part of a publication put out by
symbolized by the eating of
ril at 1:40 in Willis I 00.
Matzah (unleavened bread) and
the American Institute of Family
All thost of Italian-American Relations in California. The purthe abstention from leavened
desent are cordially invited to pose of the supplement was to exfoods.
The Campus Seder will be a
attend.
plain the functioning of the most
Our purpose is to arouse the lost effective Hot Line Systems within
miniatured one with an abstract of
interest in the Italian culture .. At colleges and universities. The
the Hagaadah (Narration of the
the meeting we will explain in full Newark State Hotline was chosen
Exodus) read and discussed and a
other aspects of the club a nd out of 33 programs selected for the
brief meal of Passover symbols and
answer all questions.
other foods.
publication out of several hundred
For the fi[§I time ltalian- Gollege programs throughout the
Everyone is most cordially
welcome to attend. and there is no ,. Ameficans have ihe chance ·t o ex- United States. It was the ORiy
press-this natio ns wide recognition program selected in New jersey.
charge. Further questions can be
about ltaJianAmeric an pardirected to Rabbi Zoll at Temple
The American Institute of
ticipation.
·Beth El, Elizabeth (354-302 1).
Family Relations is a research
group that investigates the Hot
Line centers that are springi ng up
in colleges across the country. The
For twelve yea rs the people in
(.and Mozambique and Guinea- purpose of this particular. .
Angola (in Southwest Africa) have
Bissan) are being paid for by the publication Effective Program of _
·been fighting a war of liberation
U.S. through N.A.T.O . U.S. "Helping Youth Help Youth" wa~
against Portuguese colonial
interest · in supporting this war to give insight into the varied•
dominance. Portugal itself is a fasstems .from the profits gained by aspects of "peer counseling." and ,
cist state and its African "Colo nies
American mining companies (in S. preventing student cr.ises by help-'
students
to
understand
are ruled with even less democracy.
Africa) from Portugal's forced ing
themselves
and
others
.
and even greater brutality. Por- "contract" labor system, and from
· "Hotlines started so that human
tuguese rule has meant censorship,
the major oil operations of Gulf Oil
beings of all ages and races could
prohibition of trade unions. forced
(also a big contributor to the war).
find each other in the darkness of
labor laws, extremely powerful
On Tuesday, April 17. at I :40 in
isolation and despair. A widening
secret police ( PIO E) a nd su per-exthe Little Theatre a member of emotional communication gap
ploitation at the ha nd s of various
UNIT A, one of the two main
between adults a nd youth, and
imperialist corporations.
among each other, it stra ngling
The attempt of the people of groups in the liberation struggle.
will speak on the war in Angola.
traditional services that adults
Angola to liberate themselves from
She will slso show a film on guer- have historically and socio logicall y
these conditions has been met with
rilla warfare in Africa. All delivered to young people. Though
napalm and bombs. Practically all
interested are welcom.
youth are more beset than ever
of Portugal's military expenses in
SOS • before by increasingly complex
the desperate war against Angola

C.1.0.A.

0

whom they worked was regarded
as excellent and . the practical
knowledge gained went beyond the
classroom experience.
Personnel from the firms involved attended an evaluation
meeting at the Newark State campus at which time they expressed
their willingness to continue
cooperation with this program;
several offering to provide opportunities for a larger number of
students.
Faculty involved in the program
report similar positive reactions.
According to Dr. Regina Garb.
Professor of Mathematics and
Coordinator of the Computer
Science Program, "the · base
knowledge gained was important
for those 16 seniors ... A program
may be designed at a college but its
implementation
requires
the
cooperative endeavors of many
other groups of professional
people in specific specialized
areas." She added, "we were indeed
fortunate to have the active
cooperation of the industries and
business involved ."

Scheduled

Union, N.J.- The Center for Bilingual - Bicultural Education,
Newark State College at Union.
will sponsor a workshop on Sunday, April 29, in Willis Hall. The
workshop is open to all students in
bilingual programs at colleges and
universities in New York and New
Jersey.
The workshop will focus around
group discussions conducted by
students, and the presentation of
papers and panel discussions in
English and Spanish. Some of the
topics to be discussed include: full
bilingual-bicultural
programs;
organization of a bilingual schools;
curriculum and bilingual schools;
teacher training for bilingualbicultural schools; materials to be
used in bilingual bicultureal
education; and the job market for
bilingual teachers.
.
The presentation of papers and
panel discussions will begin at
10:00 a.m.; from 1:30 - 3:00 p.m. a
series of "recommendations" will
be made on the discussion topics.
· and from 3:00 - 4:00 p.m. a social
hour will be held.
Anyone wishing to participate in
the workshop, or seeking additional information should contact Dr. Gladys Braga de Hidalgo.
the coordinator of bilingualDr. Elsie Dollman, Director of bicultural programs, NS. 527Institutional Research in the NSC 2i75.
Division of College Development.
has been selected as a "University dition to her duties as Director of
Scholar" by New York University.
Institutional Research.
Dr. Dollman will be awarded a
According to Foster F. Diebold,
"Founders Day Certificate" at the director of the divi£ion of college
N.Y.U. Founders Day Honors development, "it is most rewarding
Convocation, Thursday. April 26. for Newark State College to have
Dr. Dollman, a resident of Great members of the professional staff
Neck (N. Y.) is a physics graduate awarded honors such as this. Dr.
of Hunter College, and earned her Dollman's contributions to our
masters and doctorate from New planning efforts and her work as a
York University. She has taught scholar are deserving of such
physics at N.Y. U. since 1942 prior professional recognition."
Recently
Governor
Nelson
to her appointment in the Division
of College Development
of Rockefeller of New York honored
Newark State College at Union this Dr. Dollman as one of the
past year. Dr. Dollman also "Outstanding Women" in New
teaches at Newark State in ad- York State.

Dolman''Scholar''

CHC- Helping Youth Help Youth'
for the first time, to 'reach out' and
challenges, no longer do the
help the thousands of students and
troubled youth openly seek the
people
throughout
the
surtraditional advice and guidance of
roundings communities. This is
their parents, ministers, teachers,
what it's all about, and this is why
or the corner policeman as the 'wise
we not only remain motivated, but
elders.' "
"Here at Newark State College, . meet challenge after challenge that
continually face crisis intervention
usi ng this 'new technique' which
hotlines have spread across the
(Cuminued on pa!{e 18)
nation and the world, we are able.

_S peaker.on War In Angola

kNOW WHERE YOU'RE HEADED?
KNOW WHAT YOU WANT TO BE?
NSC COUNSELING CENTER
FREE TESTING SERVICE
Mrs. Marcella C. Haslam
Mr. Charles F. Griffin
Dr. Samuel Pomerantz

Dr. Edward S. Butler
Dr. Robert C. Byrd
INTERNS

Margie Gillin
Nancy Ross

Cindy Seares
Emily Ruppert
Albert Stuhl
OFFICES IN STUDENT CENTER
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Tvvo Defensive, Non~
Lethal Deterrents Okayed
The following are the minutes
for the meeting of the President's
Task Force on Campus Security
held on Wednesday. March 14.
1973. At his meeting, the Board of
Trustees' most recent recommendation concerning the possessio n
and use of defense weap-ons by the
trained campus Patrolmen. was
known. In addition, actual steps
towards increased campus safety
were reported and new methods
outlined. Present were Dr. Weiss.
Messrs. Kerley, Vitale. Brescia.
Seiden and Ms. Gordon.
PRESIDENT'S TASK FORCE
ON CAMPUS SECURITY
Mr.
Kerley informed
the
members of the Task force that
their report on CaJ11pus Security
has been received by the Newark
State College Board of Trustees.
The Board, acting in Public Session on February 26,, I973. approved the major recommendations found in that report and
directed the President and Mr.
Korley to meet with the Task Force
to discuss implementation of its
recommendations. The Board also
commended the Task Force for its
efforts.
The Board of Trustees has
accepted the recommendati o n
prohibiting the possession and use
of guns by members of the campus
security force. The Board has
authorized the purchase and use of
two defensive. non-lethal
deterrents for each of the commissioned campus patrolmen - a
flashlight with a mace component

a nd a leather-\:o vered sap. These
deterrents will be provided for the
trained campus patrolmen o nl y.
_The men will receive appropriate
training and written guidelines for
the use of these non-lethal
deterrents. After some di scussio n.
the members of the Task Force
unanimously endorsed the position
of the Board regarding the purchase and use of non-lethal
deterrents.
Mr. Kerley explained that temporary lighting has been installed
throughout the campus and that
work on an improved campus
lighting system (mercury vapor)
will begin this Spring and should
be completed by September 1973.
Members of the Task Force offered
several suggestions as to where additional lighting is required. including the Kean lot and the areas
around the Library. Downs Hall
and the residence halls. They also
requested
increased
security
coverage in these areas. Mr. Kerley
indicated that he would meet with
Mr. Milks and take whatever
measures are necessary to improve
existing conditions.
Mr. Kerley reported that the administration is presentl y investigating · the feasibility of using
closed-circuit TV monitors in parking lots and certain buildings.
such as the new residence halls. The
Task Force will be informed of its
findings before any actio.iTis taken.
A security sub-station will be
constructed in the North Avenue
parking lot. Two emergency

11••••1

•••
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telephones will be installed, one in
the North Avenue lot and one in
the
Bruce-Willi s lot.
The
emergency telephones and securit y
substation will provide immediate
emergency access to the main
security headquarters. The College
will evaluate the effectiveness of
the telephones and will install adiditional instruments if the initial
iunity prove successful.
The aisles in all of the parking
areas
will
be
appropriately·
numbered. The College will also
install elevated maps of the campus
to provi<le directions for visitors
and other guests of the College. All
present traffic and directional signs
have been approved by the New
Jersey Depar-tment of Transportation.
The College has ordered two
full-size sedans for the exclusive
use of the campus security force.
The vehicles will be equipped with
emergency equipment which will
incluce fire extinguishers and first
aid kits.
A human relations seminar has
been established for the campus
patrolmen and security
management
personnel.
The
seminar will be an inlc:-ra l part of
the security training progrn11, a,id
will be conducted on a yearly basis.
Mr. Kerley reported that the
College now has twenty-six men
assigned to campus security and
should hl!-ve its fu ll complement of
thirty-two men by the beginning of
the 1973 Fall semester. At the request of members of the Task
Force, Mr. Kerley has agreed to
investigate the extent of security
coverage provided on weekends. ·
particularly in the area of the
residence halls, and to recommend
ways to improve the coverage. He
will advise the Task Force of his
findings.

photos by McHugh

Lecture on
Male-Female
Interaction
Last Thursda·y, the Sociology
Club J ponsored a lecture given by
Dr. Donald Noone of Hunter
College. Dr. Noone's topic selection was "Male and Female
Interaction In Variou ~ Settings."
He discussed the different manifestations of male-female encounters
using three focus settings:
I) "other focus" -example: single
clubs where one's purpose is direct
and intentional contact with the
"other" / opposite sex.
2) "task focus" - with emphasis
on performance, not "other people;
working towards a goal.
3) "self focus" - as in public
places where individuals show their
own needs and goals.

/

Dr. Donald Noone
Dr. Noone's approach to his
topic was an example of a modern
sociological viewpoint called Endomethofology, and is more extentensively covered in his forthcoming book entitled Male and
Female Identity - An lnteractionist
Approach, to be released sometime
this summer.

New ark St ate Co llege at Union wil l host a training session ,
April 27-28, presented jo intly by IBM and Educati o nal Inf ormation Services, Inc. to demonstrate co mputer-o ri ented
met hod s of inst ruction in Business A dmi nistrati on , Busin ess
Econo mi cs, Management Sc ien ce and related co urses of
study.
Admini strati ve and Fac ulty representatives fro m fo ur-year
co ll eges and universities in New Jersey ha-le be~n-invited t o
particip ate in this laboratory exerc ise.
Acco rd ing to Dr. Jeffrey W. Sc hram , Director of A cadem ic
Affairs at EIS, "T he ex perienced IBM ed ucato r sched uled to
lead t his training session at Newark State Coll ege comb ines
lectures with the Interaction Business Game Si mulati o n in
such a way that participants gain experience applying
analytical tools in a reali stic business environment. "

April 21, 1967
•1

Last Friday, a fir e ra vaged the new apartm ents by t he dorms. Seven fire
trucks a nd three poli ce cars sped to t he rescue, o nl y to find auman exti nguis hing it with th e rest of his coffee. All ga rbage was burnt beyond
recognition.

Dept. of Agriculture
Supports "Senior
Citizens
Dinners''
..
~

I

A series of d'inners sponso red by
• the Class of" 1975. received a n add iti onal supp orter in t he U.S.
Depart ment of Agric ult ure. The
diriner series inaugurated last year
· in co nj unctio n with the Elizabet h
Ho usi ng Authority has been
fi nanced by funds raised by
Newark State students. At the
Ma rch dinner, held on t he Newark
State campus. some of the costs
were defrayed by a grant from the
Department of • Agricult ure. The
federa l fu nds provided fo r -some of
the food for the senior citi1.ens.
Preparation and se rving of the
din ner was done by the students.
According to Brian Molloy.
president of the Class of I975. "we
are particularly grateful to Senator
Harrison Williams for helping us
gain this additional support for our
senior citi1.ens programs." He
added, "the Senator is concerned
over the needs of senior citizens.
a nd assisted us in reachi ng the right
Department of Agriculture of-

ficials who were ve ry receptive to
t he service ,pro gt am we a re trying
to provide.''
Over 50 senior citize ns a tt ended
t he March di nner. They were bused
from - the - Elizabeth Housing
Aut hority to the campus. The
"spaghetti" menu consisted of
spaghetti a nd bread (purchased
with the . Department of
Agriculture funds). meat balls and
sauce, salad and dessert provided
by the st ud ent s. In addition to the
student volu nteers who he lped
prepare a nd serve the meal. one
community reside nt who had read
about
the
previous
din ners
volunteered her time. At the dinner
the senior citizens were entertained
by a W.C. Fields film and a "sing-a-long." Mr. Molloy commended.
"we are giving both the students
and the senior citizens a positive
experience. the program has been
very successful to date." A "senior
citizens" dinner is currently being
planned fo r Ap ril.

DEMOCRACY DIED IN
GREECE
April -19, 1973
TALK· ON
Greece: ..."' . . t .
'
Eu'rope'~ Oldest Demopracy;
Newest Dictatorship
Willis 400
1:40

SPEAKER:
DR. J. SHENIS
Political Science Dept.

"r,

~
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Rally ror SEIMC
Yields No Support
by Jan Furda
I'm very disappointed and disillusioned. I rea lly ex pected the room to
be overflowing with co ncerned stud ents and facult y. T hough I mu st admit that I've been told students o n this campus don' t care about an ything
except graduation , it still does no t coincide with the fact that SEIM C's
cause is one well worth fightin g for a nd deserves a lot of foot stomping
and attention, which it had for a moment whe n the sta te threa tened to
remove it from the third floor of the libra ry. Wh y did it die out all of a
s udden? There is still cause for concern. Wh y didn't the facult y show up
to stress its importa nce for remaining here as a vita l resource for the
college community? Did they all die too?
Well since thi s is a commuting college, I ca n ass ure m yself that there
will be no complaints from stude nts, teachers or facult y of ha ving to
travel back and forth to Cedar Knolls to use S EI MC beca use a ccording
to the State, there
be a SE! MC in Cedar Knoll s but there is still the
question of what happens to SEIMC here in Union County. We know
the funding for the Special Educa tion Instructiona l Materials Center is
being moved so NSC will no longer be able to purchase material s for it , 1f
• the center stays and its materials stay. We have no written commitment
from the State that the materials will remain here either.
On March 9th , the Steering Committee for SE! MC along with the
State Coordinator Dr. Maldari, Dr. Jonas, Chairman of the Special
Education department and students met to discuss the relocation of
Sli.l.MC. The students expressed their concern for keeping SEIMC at
Newark State. Dr. Maldari directed the entire Steering Committee to
send him their comments on President Weiss' letter. The Committee
decided to set up an appointment with President Weiss and discuss the
issue. The tentative dates of April 19th and April 24th were set for the
confrontation.
The rally of April 15th was attended by approximately 30 students.
The students agreed that if SE! MC cannot be maintained as a separate
entity, then it should be merged with the curriculum Materials Center.
On this point Mr. Barnhart commented, "When combined with something else, like SE! MC and the CMC. you dilute its usefulness." Furthermore, if SEIMC does·merge with the IMC, then when the State is
prepared to adopt the funding for SEIMC. could SEIMC then be
reinstated as a separate entity?
Dr. Jonas feel s that SEMIC has to be moved to the Educational
Instructional Center at Cedar Knolls because of the threatened cutba ck s
in Federal Funding. If SEIMC is combined with the EiC it is hoped that
the State will adopt the entire enterprise and SEIMC will no longer be
jeopardized by wa vering financial policies. pr. Jonas' ,final statement
was, " Come what may, we will have instructional materials." But the
caliber of those instructional materials will be greatl y a ffected if the
State relocates SEIMC in it s entirety.
Next semester when y ou're out student teaching and in need of reading materials, Peabody learning kits, resources o r information, don't
dare gripe if SEI MC' s not on the third floor of the library to a ssist yo u ,
because when you had your chance to gripe you didn't open your mouth .
you didn't even show up. On April 5th at the rall y you could ha ve impressed the college with how the outcome of the meeting with the Sta te
should be; your presence would have s uggested to the college that
SEI MC should remain here as the vital resource center that it is to the
school surrounding community, and that it s hould be continued to its
maximum serviceability a s a "Resource" Center - and you didn't.
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from the
Chiefs . ..

ship, the Union Cont ract.
Ron Gu yre, Glass boro State;
Sam Crane, Montclai r State; Steve
· Band, Newark

Help Needed

To the Editor:
On behalf of our 18,500
constituents, we the student body T o the Editor:
Presidents of Newark State.
We are asking your assista nce in
Glassboro State, and Montclair locating a ride fr om Fanwood to
State College present the foll owing the college and return fo r one of
items of student con cern fo r the our handicapped students. The
American •Federation of Teacher's · need is very urgent.
contract negotiations wh ich begin
We are hoping that an interested
March 28, 1973.
group, club student, facult y
We sincerel y hope that the place
member or service orga nizatio n
of the Student on the campus comca n provide this service. Even if a
munit y is not relinquished during person or group can drive onl y one
the bargaining. In order to safe day a week, just 5 volunteers would
guard the positions presentl y held
than be needed to give a full week's
by our students we would a ptransportation.
preciate the pri vilege of directl y
Please contact the college hea lth
taking an acti ve role during the service located in the boo kstore
negotiation.
building if you are interested. T he
The followin g is a list of the
need is great.
items of Student Concern :
Cordi ally.
I. Students have the right to
J o-Anne Pederse n. R. .
evaluate facult y on tenure retenCoord inat or of Hea lth Services
tion and prom oti ons through
s tudent
ev alu a ti o n s
a nd
department arid all coll ege committees.
2. Students have the right to
voting positions on curriculum a nd
calendar committees.
3. Students have the right as To the Editor:
equal partners in the Academic exTo The Student Body:
perience, to sit on any committee
On behalf of the Psychology
that helps to determine college
Club I would like to apologize to
policy.
anyone who was inconvenienced
4. Students must be included in
by the cancellation of the film TiTthe local implementation of the
TiCUT FOLL! ES.
contract.
Jeanette Depalma

Angry
Apology

5. The department of Higher
Education negotiate a four year

Secrerary of Psyc. Club

contract with the students of the
State Colleges limiting tuition increases and guaranteeing services
and the autonomy of student

To the Editor:
To The Student Body:
I don't know why I should
apologize to you! After spending
weeks preparing for the film Titticut Follies, reserving the Little
Theatre, ordering the proj ect s.
advertising in the Independent, on
WNSC and ma king numerous g.d.
posters, it is such a pl easure. discovering, on the same day yo u plan
to show the film - there is no film
to be had! But. 1 wo uld like yo u to
know, this dilemma was not
brought about by the Psych ology

organizations.

6. The Department of Higher
Education and the A.F.T. help
validate a democraticall y chosen
bargain agents who represents the
8 State Colleges on the student
level.
We feel that our demands are not
unreasonable nor do we wish to be
seated at either side of the ta ble.
Students only wish to participate in
the coming of this new form of
college govenance and relation-
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The night, and our sleep ended
when the chief attendent flipped on
the room lights. I took almost a
minute until I could put together
the scrambled memories of the·
night before and realize where I
was.
We were -told to hustle o ut of
, bed, strip the linens. and deposit
them in the washing machines in
the hall. We picked up our
clothing, showered, and were led
into a small room where we would
have to wait for breakfast. The
room had benches against !!ach of
the four walls, there were a couple
of old newspapers and a lot of tin
cans lying on , the floor. I soon
realized the purpose of both items .
The cans made hand y ashtrays for
the men· as they scanned the classifieds in search of work . These
men knew each other for they
really had become permanent
residents of the mission. It was a
standing joke that each man would
tell a story about the perfect job
that we would find today and how
he would buy everyone wine and go
cruising in his caddy. Men are very
congenial creatures when they are
along with each other. Prejudices
seem to fade and some invisible
common bond unites all in a giant
relationship that makes light of
failure and puts the most value in
good buddies. Tracey was leaning
over, trying his boots, his long red
hair touching the ground. This
sight led the other homeless to
make some jokes on hair and the
usual, "You know, you can't tell
the borads from the guys
nowadays." But all was in fun, we
chuckled, shook our heads, and got
into a big discussion of breakfast
foods and what we would probably
be served this morning. I happened
to look at some skinny guys watch,
and I was stunned to find that it
was only six. The cook came into
the smoking room a nd rang a little
tiny bell, indicating that the meal
was ready. In a min ute we had all

squeezed through the door and had
taken various seats all aFound a
rectangular table. Pancakes, apple

butter, and lots of steaming coffee.
what more of a breakfast could an y
of us request! We had to clear the
tab(e and do the dishes. but it
seemed that it was hardly anything
in comparison to the good
memories we were taking from the
rescue m1ss1on.
We were soon walk-ing down
main street heading for the
interstate. Slaughter houses lined
the way, filling the air with fumes
of carcass odors and noises of the
unfortunate animals. We walked as
we hitched, but our luck just didn't
seem to click. The road took a bend
as it passed under a railroad overpass. We couldn't walk through the
tunnel for the road was only wide
enough for autos with no room
provided for pedestrains. Trac~y
decided to sit along the shoulder
and wait for a ride. I wasn't quite as
patient so 1 hopped the fence
alongside the road and scrambled
up an embankment to some
railroad tracks. There was plenty
of room to walk safely on the side
of the tracks and I followed them
over the highway. Now both the
highway and the railroad had to
pass over a wide river. The car
route turned out to be too narrow
to walk on so 1 stayed with the
tracks. This turned out to be an
unwise decision. The wooden
railroad bridge seemed to rattle
with every wisp of wind . Besides
the weak structure, there were large
gaps between the ties, and one misplaced foot could lead to a splattering death on the many rocks that
jutted up from the river. These
problems were not as severe as the
danger of being hit by an approaching train. The bridge had
only one set of tracks, with no
room to escape a speeding freight.
The road ahead was precarious for
there was a hill ahead around
which the tracks twisted. The water
below roared, the bridge squeaked.
and my heart would beat loud. fast ,
a nd steady. I f a train did come, I
planned to hand off the side gripping firmly until it passed. 1 was
never more relieved than when 1

NSC's First Med
School Accep·t ance
(Continued_f;om page 1)

average usage of the French
language. The Franco American
Alliance will provide housing for
the summer and aid in search of
housing in Limoges.
T he Franco American Alliance
secured admission into various
medical schools in France for
seventy American students. With
this organization at least 65% or
better American students succeed
in French Medical Schools. There
are 29 medical schools in France.
Facultes de Medici ne de Limoges is
centrally located in France approximately 4 hours south west of
Paris, it is on the Vie nne River west
of Massif Central a mountain
range. Dave chose this school due
to recommendation of a re lative
living in France and because of its
location in the country. All medical
schools in France offer relatively
the same education since they are
all state supported.
Once he receives his doctorate in
France all that remai ns in order for
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Dave to practice in America is the
required taking of a state examination. Courses
will
be
designed to prepare American
students to successfully complete
this examination. Dave feels that
with the exception of the language
his education will be relatively
similiar to one received in the
United States. Even though the
United States education is claimed
to be superior to other educational
systems it pays to go to France for
a pproximately the same education
but at a much red uced rate.
Dave Scolnick with a 3.0
Biology ave rage hopes that
Newark State College will continue
to change from its teaching ideas to
ones involving courses in medical
technology. Dave's acceptance into
a medical school is one step further
in changi ng the image of N.S.C. as
bei ng a
teachers
college .
Congratulations Dave anp good
luck.

Please Follow instructions

COLLEGIATE NOTES
Understand all sublects, .plays and novels faster!
-thousands of topics avallable within 48 hours of malllng
-Complete with bibliography and footnotes
-Lowest Prices are GUARANTEED
SEND $1 .90 for our latest descriptive Mail-Order Catalog ue
with Postage-Paid Order Forms to : COLLEG IATE
RESEARCH GUIDE, 1 N. 13th Bldg., Rm . 706, Phila., Pa .
19170, HOT-LINE (215) 563-3758

was able to scramble away from
those precarious tracks and back to
the highway. No sooner did I hit
the hitching trail , when a old Ford
pickup ·come to an abrupt stop.
There in the cab was crazy Tracey
pointing his boney finger at me and
laughing wildly.

New
'Goals Set
(Conlinuedji· om page 1)

September: her move will also include the selection of capable
students. In the area of communication, Mary Jane and Lou
will work with the entire executive
board of each class in an unprecede nted attempt to give the
four class executive boards more
responsibi lity through greater involveme nt in the total machinery
of st udent politics.
In the region of academics. it is
hopeful that by the fall semester
students will have their files in the
College Center building where they
may obtain drop slips and information pertaining to academic
policy. A bulletin board will be
organized in the Student Center as
an information depot for students
on such topics as voting records
and council meetings in order to
provide the necessary data for
those students who want to get involved. There will also be. a turnover in the policy of mass registration drives. Lou proposes a
system of staggered registration
where the registrar would function
more appropriately as a guide than
as an automoton. A greater
number of academic advisers sensitive to the needs of the individual
student sho uld also accompany the
registration process.
Both Lou a nd Mary Jane
strongly stress that their admi nistration will be completely
open to student involvement a nd
that any student with a problem
need only enter the Student Org.
office to find someone who
genuinely cares. Their basic objectives are to communicate and to
work in cooperation with the
student bod y. Students are encouraged to submit a ny ideas and
suggestion to the new stude nt
government. For too long there has
been a separation between student
interest gro ups. T he newly elected
officers of Student O rg. are optimisticall y looking fo rward to a
future when all the students at
N.S.C. will be bound toget her by
the com mo n goal of maki ng
Newark State a better college.

HAPPY
EARTH
DAY

Cabinet Talks
(Continuedji"om page 1)

Neil Gallagher, treasurer of the
Residence Association and one of
four student representatives sent to
Washington, D.C. to protest the
monetary cut backs. reported the
unlikelihood of curbing the Nixon
cutbacks. Without continuance of
federal aid to students, as muc h as
15% of NSC students will not be
able to return · to school ·n
Septem ber.
Cabinet members
agreed that o ne way to deal with
the problem would be to request all
students,• whether ,affected by the

cutbacks or not, to petition their
Congressmen to oppose the cutbacks. Judy O'Brien from SOS
suggested
emergency
tU1t 1on
deferments to allow those students
affected to continue their
education in spite of temporary
financial problems.
Also present at the meeting were
Colleen Mitchell (CCB). Tom
Brescia (Evening Student Council), Bill Sotos a nd Lou Stavrakis
(Community
coalition).
Tom
O' Brien (SOS), Charles Kimmet
(Administrator). and the
INDEPENDENT.

EVANGELICAL CAMPUS
MINISTRY .
--:·-...

INTER- VA,RSITYCHRISTIAN-FELLOWSHIP
BIBLE STUDY, RAP & PRAYER
Tt:IURSDAY, 1:45 P.M. - WILLIS 201 A

"TALKIN' ABOUT JESUS"
WNSC RADIO
THURSDAY, 3:00 to 4:00 P.M.
"DROP IN" HOURS
CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE, BOOK STORE BLDG
THUESDA Y, 1:30 to 2:30 P.M.
THURSDAY, 12:30 to 1:30 P.M.
REV. DENNIS MILLER
PHONE: 2294
245 - "L- 0 - V- E" or 241 - 6846
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Nutritionist H8s
Meals for Meat

SON
OF
campus and for the distribution of
fliers. Also working in support of
Cl~b. You see. the film order was .
the bo ycott was Community
sent out by the Psych Club (followCoalition who put up the posters in
ing the rules and regulations regarthe Snack Bar.
ding renting films) - but- it had to
Congratulations t<J everyone fo r
go tnrough another famed dept. of
a unified, successful effort.
N.S.C. (one with which we all have
Jackie Vogel
dealings - I will not mention any
Class of '76
names) it seems this is as far as it
went - for on that bright sunny
day, about an hour and a half
before we were to show the film. ·
and it hadn't been delivered yet we called the film company direct.
and much to our surprise. they in- To the Editor:
formed us they had never received To Whom It May Concern:
We really do not understand
an order such as the one we were
describing. In tracing what had yo ur need qr reasoning in taking
happened, I di scovered the order our bulletin board , since it means
had reached this specific dept. and nothing to yo u. It would be greatly
there it lay, and probably will. for appreciated if our board could be
the rest of it's existence. Why? you returned. If you find it difficult o r
may ask - Well, it seems certain impossible to return it yourself
persons in thi s specific dept. do not (ves) please leave a not e in mailbox
know how to use a phone book or 57 and we'll pick it up. Any incall information for assistance . . formation concerning its location
.BUT. . . Do you think they would would also be appreciated.
Thank you.
let the Psyc. Club know the y were
The Sisters of Sigma Kappa Phi
having such difficulties?-NO!.

(Co111inuedfro111 paxe 4)

Stolen
Property

. Better not to bother an d get on to
other BUSlN ESS. While us poor
suckers cont inue making plans and
waiting hopefully for the day when
we can offer to the Student Bod y a
grand presentation. the seeds of indifference set in and within four
weeks grow into a Titticut Follies
cancellation.
If it takes four weeks in this
college to not get a film - I can't
help but wonder how long it would
take to get one. Sorry if yo u were
disappointed - But I was too!! It
just goes to show - the incompetence of the system never
ceases to show it's face.
As long as you know the story. I
can find inner
PEACE
Jeanette DePalma

on the
Beef'-Ban.
To the· Editor:
Last
week.
Newark
State
successfully participated in the
national meat ooycott. Posters
were put in Downs Ha ll. the
College Ce nter. and Townsend
Hall.
Fliers were distributed
amo ng the student s. Meat sa les in
the Snack Bar were down more
than 50%.
Cooperating with the student s
was Mr. Nesbitt (head of food in
Downs Hall). who initiated a two
meal program : a non-meat meal
and a meat me a l. The administration who posted signs in
Townsend Hall also gave full support to the boycott.
Thanks should be given to Lou
Stravakis (Student Org. President~
elect) and to Frank Lombardo
(Council, Class of '76) for the
organization of the boyco tt on

Greek- Freak

MessRound Two
Dear Sirs:
Now that the first round of
rebuttles in this Spring's GreekIndependent was has been made I
would like to suggest that fraternity and sorority members are as
guilty of stereotyping as they feel
their independent counter-parts
are.
I also have been here two yea rs
now but have never gotten stoned
in Sloan Lounge while sitting
aro und talking a bout love. peace.
etc.; I have never served on a strike
committee o r walked down the hall
red-eyed. Mostly I've worked at an
average of 16 credits per semester
while maintaining a _job. I should
add that I've never joined a Greek
organization for various personal
reasons.
Perhaps the essence of negative
feelings about greeks at Newark
State is expressed in one of the
repiies to the "Chocolate Mess"
letter when one greek states that no
one ever asked or would want the
letter' s
author
1n
their
organization. It was always my assumption that Newark State
College existed as a separate community of individuals all with equal
importance and social status
within that same community. We
all pay the same tuition and fees
irregardless of organization affilation.
•
Although independents have
shown an apolitical nature thi s certainly is not criterion for stereotyping them in,such absurcfways or

for judging them inferior students
and human beings.
Jeff Vreeland

·Boycott

The following is a reprint from
the Asbury Park Evening Press on
To , the Editor:
April I, 1973.
To all Students:
NEPTUNE CITY
Mrs.
Did you see that wolf-dog roamBeverly Wier, 401 West Sylvania
ing the greek tables Friday after- Ave. , has a solution to the current
noon. This co_nfirms what was said, meat crisis which is affecting the
in the INDEPENDENT in last
pocketbooks of s hopper s
week's . letter in Sound an Fury. I · throughout the country.
think it is disgusting that the dog
The professor of health
tipped over m y can of beer. That
education
at
Newark State
dog had a bigger beer belly th.an I
College, Union, plans meatless
do or my brothers. When are you
meals that contain the proteins,
dog freaks gonna show so me
vitamins, and minerals found in
respect to us Greeks.
meats.
Joe Greek the xxv
"Instead of the usual high price
P.S. Guzzle, guzzle
muat courses, serve poultry, fish,
cheese, eggs, dried beans and dried
peas. Milk and nut s will also step
up the protein values in your
menus," advises Mrs. Wd .
Letter to the Editor:
"Include salad s. and dark green
Re: Capitol Theatre in Passiac
or dark yellow vegetables in your
In my column this week I dismenus to be assured that your
cussed some of the ills preying in
family meals are providing the
rock concerts toda y. I pointed out
right nutritional balance." she
that some theatres run repeat peradds.
formances, and the concert goer
Mrs. Wier says her recipes are
quite often has to fight traffic and
for the average housewife and
mixed-up mobs. This is all true or I
everyday people who aren't inwould not have said it.
volved in chemistry but want a
However, there is one except ion
well-balanced meal.
to this generalization: The Capitol
Following are severa l of her
T heatre in Passiac, N.J. Although
recipes for meatless meal s.
some of the aforesa id problems
. BASIC TOMATO SAUCE
have occured (at times) at John
(For Cheese Lasagne)
Scher's youth haven. it was usually
½ cup chopped onion
not his fault. After all. what can he
½ cup chopped celery
do if a group backs down the last
I minced garlic clove
minute?
_
2 tablespoons margarine
To the best of my recollections.
I 3-ounce can mushroom pieces
John always made an attempt to
2 teaspoons salt
substitute a group of similiar
I teaspoon sugar
quality as that promised in the
¼ teaspoon basil
Capitol program. This. by the way.
¼ teaspoon oregano
is a policy not practiced by all
showman. It shows that he takes a . I 15-ounce can tomato sauce
I 6-ounce can tomato paste
personal interest in his audience.
Saute onion, celery, garlic.
But there is more to the Capitol.
mushrooms and salt in margarine
John Bought Mon roe Street. th a t's
until ingredient s are soft. Add
where the theatre is located. He
s ugar, basil, oregano tomato sauce
opened up a coffeehouse (it is open
and tomato paste. Simmer for 20
til 2:00, Mon-Sun .), a pizza place. a
minutes.
head shop, and a ll owed The Free
CHEESE LASAGNE
Aquarian newspaper to lease one
6 ounces lasagne noodles ( cook acof his offices.
cording to directions on box)
Considering what has been
2 cups cream style cottage cheese
previously been said. you. the
½ cup grated parmesan cheese
concert goer, should now be aware
8 slices mozzarella cheese basic
that not ever music promoter is out
tomoto sauce (see recipe)
tori pus kid s off. Only some! Those
In baking di sh, spread tomato
,are the ones that we should force
sauce to cover bottom of dish .
into bankrupcy. So boycott those
Cover
with
cooked
lasagne
so-called capitalist a play on words
noodles. Add ½ each of the
music HALLS .
cheeses. Repeat noodles. dauce
One that doesn't want to get
and mozzarella slices. Add more
screwed'
oregano if desired. Bake at 350
by the concert promoter, of course
BARRY FELKER degrees for 45 to 50 minutes. Serve
6.
P .S. By the way, I would also like
LEMON-GARLIC BUTTER .
to take this opportunity to publicly
(For Fish Fillets)
thank Rick Ferrante, Jody Micillo.
½ cup melted butter
and Walter Planer, members of the
½ garlic clove crushed
Capitol Staff and students at
2 tablespoons parsley
N.S.C. without whose effort I. for
I tablespoon fresh lemon juice
one, would not have a front row
salt and pepper to taste
seat at the concerts I attend . This.
Mix ingredients together.
by the way, is an inside joke.
FROZEN FISH FILLETS
P .S.S. Special thanks is also do to
pounds frozen .fish .fillets (sole,
Amy Polan, Executive Secretary
haddock, etc) (thaw before preparfor the Capitol Theatre.

Exception

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

1-2-3, Hikel!

Christian Easter Service
1
Thursday, April 19th, 12:15, Little Theater
Mass Sundays, 11 A.M. Whiteman Hall
Thursdays, Free Hou-r, Chaplains' Office
Prayer Meeting Fridays, 12:15, Chaplains' Office
"Drop In" Hours, every day in Chaplains' Office, Book
Store BuildJng. See Fr. Phil Merdinger
· or Jan Luzzi.

Dear Sir:
The College · Alumni Hiking
Club is a group of ptople who
~ happen to like to get together to enjoy the outdoors. Our membership
is open to all people regardiess of
age, race, religion or education. We
run all kinds of trips. ski-touring.
hiking, backpacking and camping .
etc. Would you please mention our
trips in your publication or else
. place a notice such as:College

,.

ing receipe)
2 tablespoons wheat germ .fine
Alumni ·Alumni Hiking Club invites all those interested in hiking
to join us. For information please
send a 8 cent stamp to: MS
Jeanntte Brown Corresponding
Secretary 13 Dennis Place, Summit, New Jersey 07901
Thank you very much for yo ur
help.
Sincerely yours.
Jeannette Brown
Corresponding Secretary

bread crumbs 10 sprinkle over.fish
(Italian bread crumbs, corn.flakes
or wheat flakes may be used)
Melted margarine to over bottom
of baking dish
parsley or garnish lemon wedxes
Arrange fillets in liberally
greased baking di.sh. Spread
lemon-varlic butter over fillets.
Broil 3 inches from heat for 3 to 4
minutes. Turn. baste with melted
butter, and spread with bread
crumbs mixed with wheat germ.
Broil for a few more minutes.
Most fillets are thin and should
not be overcooked if they are to
remain moist. For dry fillets, place
fish on cookie sheet or aluminum
foil and dot with butter or lemongarlic butter. Cover lightly with
crumbs and broil 8 to 10 minutes
maximum. Do not turn.
Serve with lemon wedges and
garnished with parsley. Serves 6.
SALMON LOAF
I 16 ounce can salmon
!tablespoon chopped or minced
onion
I cup cracker crumbs
2 tablespoons wheat germ
2 cups milk (use powdered milk
following directions on box)
2 eggs
salt and pepper to taste
Chop sa lmon. Beat eggs. Mix
ingredients together. Put mixture
in loaf pan and bake at 350 degrees
for 30 minutes. Serves 4.
STUFFED GREEN PEPPERS
6 green peppers. halved and
cleaned
3 cups enriched rice (cooked according to directions on package}
6 ounces shredded Swiss or Ched-

dar cheese
½ cup milk
I slightly beaten egg
2 tablespoons vhopped piment o
½ cup chopped onion vegetable oil
water
Boil peppers for 5 minutes for
tenderness. Cook rice. Saute onion
in oil. Combine egg, rich. cheese.
milk, onion and pimento. Fill
pepper shells with mixture. place in
shallow baking dish with¼ inch of
water. Bake at 350 degrees for 25
minutes. Recipe serves 6.
EGG ZUCCHINI PANCAKES
3 zucchini squashes
2 unbeaten eggs
3 tablespoons flour
2 tablespoons grated cheese
I teaspoon chopped chives
½ teaspoon parsley
pinch garlic powder
salt and pepper to taste
Grate zucchini and drain. Let
zucchini stand for 10 to 15 minutes
and pat dry. Put zucchini in bowl
and stir in rest of ingredients. Add
more flour if necessary. Drop mixture by spoonfuls onto griddle or
skillet and cook like pan.:akes.
Serves 4.

***
Mrs. -Wier received her bachelor
of science degree. in health and
physical fllucation from Trenton
State College and her masters
degree in_ health education from
Columbia University. New York.
She has been an instructor at
Newark State for 20 years and has
also taught at Trenton State
College, Neptne High School. and
Ocean County College in Dover
Township.
Her courses have included
health education. nutrition.
alcohol, drugs. and sex education.
She is currently gathering
material for a book she plans to
write this summer on health and
nutrition.
.,.
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Highlights: -Leave NYC on August 6 and arrive in Amsterdam. Then off to visit Paris, Lausanne, Murren, Zermatt,
Venice, Florence, and Rome.
.. ,, '".,
Price includes air transportation, transfers from airport to
Hotel, first class rail transportation on the famous Trans-

European Express, hotel accomodations, breakfast and
most dinners. Also, taxes and gratuities at all hotels and
U.S. Departure Tax.
VETERANS: Take note: You are entitled to a refund of
$220 if you enroll in this course. Check with your VA ad- .
visor for more informat ion .
Application forms plus additional information may be obtained from Professor Ed Williams, Willis Hall Room 311 .

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION:
TRAVEL IN EUROPE
August 6 to August 29, 1973
3 college credits
gr_aduate or unde~graduate
$750.00
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-. on the Jam
by Pat Esposito
Bodies. Limp bodies. Limp
bodies clumped together on the
ground. Voices. Loud voices. Loud
voices jeering and cat-calling from
all around . Eyes. Staring eyes.
Staring eyes, some filled with horror, others with joy.
Some like the after-affects of an
earthquake?
Christians
being
thrown to the lions? No, it s just a
friendly, but spirited, game of
Roller Derby.
Monday night, April 2, Roller
Derby slid into the Morristown Armory to the joy of the local
populace. The defending playo ff
champion Chiefs were challenged
by the ever-tough San Francisco
Bombers, a team not to be taken
lightly.
To an uneducated Roller Derby
fan like myself, a knowledge of the
rules isn't even necessary to enjo y
the excitement of the game. But.
for those of you who a re interested,
a jam (scoring pla y) occurs when
one or more jammers leave the
pack of skaters. One point is given
for every member of the opposing
team that the jammer passes while
lapping the field, all within 60
seconds. Sounds easy enough , but
the difficulty occurs in trying to
pass opposing team members who
have a tendency to get rather angry
when the other team scores.
A night with Roller Derby is like
a night at the fights . Almost every
time the Chiefs women's tea m
scored, Bombers captain Delores
Tucker skated over to beat up the
scoring Chief girl. There were
almost as many fight s outside of
the fiel'd as loyal Bomber fans saw
their team losing.
I had seen"'~oller'' berby on
television before. but nothing can
compare to witnessing a live game.
The air is filled with exciteme nt as
the teams battle it out on the field .
The skaters kick. punch. and shove
each other while trying to score.
The women players were especially
volatile. breaking into fights after
almost every point was scored.
They were so violent that during
one of the fights a female Chief was·
thrown out bodily over the railing
and landed with a crash on the hard
concrete 0oor. Mu ch to the
amazement of the crowd. she got
up and climbed back into the rink
to punch the girl who had thrown
her out.
The high point of the evening
was provided by the two men's
teams. An obvious rivalry existed
between Chiefs captain Mike
Gamon and Bomber wise-guy Pete
Boyd. Tile two fought constantly
throughout the evening. drawing
other team members into their
disagreements.
Then it happ~ned. ,,One of the
Bomber mem disagreed with
something said by Chiefs coach
Buddy Atkinson. The Bomber
seemed to be insulting the coach.
who retaliated by spitting at the
Bomber. Within minutes three
other Bombers attacked Atkinson.
beating him around the head.

EXPEDITIONS
NORTH AFRICA
AFRICA
ASIA
EUROPE
SOUTH AMERICA
ROUGH
IT!!
Rugged
overland expeditions where
you PARTICIPATE in
everything. COSTS ARE
REMARKABLY
REASONABLE. For details
of BROCHURES and FILM
SHOWING contact Susie
822-0557
CESIA TR AVEL SERVI CE,
INC.
415 Lexington Ave. (43 St)
. , .,
NYC

_____________.
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Notes To The People

• · same - experience. My deepest
' thanks to Stephen ·· .Koehler for .
-granting pe rmission to reprint his
poem. Most of all I thank Yaroslav
Groups of spectators ·surged
By Harvey ackson
Rinnyk, my water-brother for
towards the rink as policemen
sharing that which he has shared .
After
spending
time
in
the
Existence is inner peace. Peace in
raced in from all corners of the
To my_friend , I wish the peace of
existence.
auditorium. Well, the fight only wilderness . ..
oneness.
an
island
amid
the
wreckage,
lasted about five minutes. but it
"Whether you throw it away or
I
came
forth
feeling
of
life
seemed to be brutally realistic. By
keep it, it comes back to you, and is
I was strong and powerful
the time it was over, all of the men
you."
I stood heads taller than anyone I
from both teams had gotten. and
"INNER
PEACE
IS
could
see,
given, their share of the punches.
EVERYTHING. All this is."
Arguments with the pla yers were I walked among them who were
"Last Monday, I walked into my
not confined to the rink . One spec- lost and dead.
friend' s Philosophy of Peace
tator who became enraged at the Their eyes avoided me .. .
course and the topic of discussion
How does one face one who has
Born bers' merciless beatings of the
at the time was Inner Peace. It
Chiefs, threw a large object at seen God?
dawned upon me that not man y
I stopped and stood to the winds
Bomber Pete - Boyd. Boyd respeople within particular classroom
which thras hed my hair, and swept
ponded by throwing hi s helmet at
really know what inner peace is and
pillers of dust before me.
the spectator. The team members
how to achieve it. One person or
I saw the dark clouds gathering
had no monopoly on brusi ses.
rather a few, I think , ventured to
overhead
Well, the game ended with a 48say that inner peace is found in
And saw my sel( standing there
45 win for the champion Chiefs, the
another reality which isn't possible
before the beginning of time.
crowd's favorite. It was a close
for men to attain without ·certain
And saw this magic cit y rise up, to
game all the wa y, and at times it
paths leading to this "other"
seemed that the Bombers were sure , be devastated by the wrath of
realit y. It was stressed to a point
elements.
·
to win. They had an especially
that these cerrain paths to the
Do you believe in the Mind ?
strong and ruthless women's team.
"other" reality and inner peace are
That is the pure essence of man and
' but their men were outscored by
very important.
the Chiefs.
his counterparts in the Universe.
It surprised me that not many
Do you believe that the mind of
As I sit here the next day. the expeople realize that man lives in this
man can exist without the body of
citement of last night' s game still
reality which is NOW. We are so
lingers on. Never before have I man? Can you accept the you in
ready to
place values and
you for what it is? Can you accept
witnessed a more blood-thirsty
judgments upon mere existence.
others and everything without
group of spectators. By the second
We keep thinking of the future and
values and jubgments? Do you
half of the game I was amazed to
forget about the present which is
KNOW what is sure Existence or
find myself cheering whenever one
reality. So, how can we say inner
being?
of the Bombers got hit. Bloodpeace is in "another" reality is we
Imagine
yourself
sitting
thirstiness must be contagious.
have not experienced fully the
underneath a tree and just letting
For all of you realists out
reality which is now. Can't inner
yourself go into the surroundings.
there- yes, I know that most of the
peace be found here right now, i~
fighting was staged. but the fights just letting your mind wonder to
the reality which is ultimately j!Jst whereever it wants to go. It goes.
in the stands were real enough and
pure being?
And it comes. Your being is
so was the excitement. Roller
But what is inner peace? What is
everywhere.
Derby is a thrilling sport whether
pure being? To me, inner peace is
"Inner peace - Whatever one
you accept it blindly or stop to
an awareness of everything being in
does or is finding acceptance in.
define it.
a state of harmony, a level of
consciousness in which I am in harmony or in peace with everything
and everyone in the Universe and
where my reality if coincidental
with the reality of other beings - an
awareness of the oneness of
everything and the perpetual
feelings of infinity.
People talk about paths to inner
peace; there are many paths. None
right and none wrong. All paths
By Enn Poeldnu rk
lead to the oneness. And when one
is aware of inner peace, then that
Store owners in New Jersey. at
The meat boycott. Yeah? The
person will be aware that all paths
meat boycott. Yeah. Farmers vs. the beginning of the week reported
are really one and that the pathway
housewives. Eat fish and greens. that meat purchases were 20-80% is recognition of pure existence,
April I through April 7. Don't eat off, ranging from store to store. being, pure experience with no
When store managers were asked judgments or values."
meat. Meat prices out of all food
to comment , they said "It's too
prices are outrageous.
"Agony and frustration live
early to tell about the full impact of within my being as the dualities of
the meat boycott." The question is, life
resolve
themselves
into
who is to blame?
oneness. I struggle to recognize my
If the United states government true self and yet live within a
can give 500 million to Israel for society which knows of no such
foregin aid, and give wheat to Rus- self.
sia, why can't we feed our own
I have committed myself to share
• for ecology or economy
people? Why? because our this experience with .my 'water• for getting away
pnont1es are mixed up . Poor brother' who has also shared the
or going where it's at
economics on the part of our experience with me. The com• for growing
presidential administration is part mittment is unity. But how do I
or fo r staying young
of the problem. As you know. the maintain that oneness when the
It's yo ur motorcycle.
government pays farmers not to superficialities of this reality are
It's yo ur ri de.
For a trial size package of Kofex'
produce certain commodities. Also present. An yet all realities are im• INSURE Y O UR
tampons (5 lampons), a pretty purse
container, and a very explanatory
the
United
States
exports
quite
a
plicity within this one. Can I
FREE DOM.
book enlilled "Tell It Like It Is",
bit
of
food
to
other
countries.
mail
this order form wilh 25¢ in coin
resolve
the
Paradox?
Can
you?
It
is
Take Us Along
lo cover mailing and hanllling to:
Politicking in the farm industry is nothing. It is everything. It just is.
significantly involved . The farmers
Kotex tam pons
What you have been reading are
Box 551 CN1
would
rather sell
to the three different reactions to the
Neenah, Wisco nsin 54956
government. than to the public.
End result: the country with the
Name __
Exclusive LotUI and TVR Dealer
most
resources in the world cannot
Plan, Inc.
Pit
Shop
get
out
of
a
morass
of
politics
and
Add ress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
253 Bloomfiel d Avenue
' Quality Service end Repairs ·on
red tape that has resulted from it's
Caldwell, New Jersey
All
English
I
own version of taking advantage of
CilY - - - - ~- - - - ·end Italian Cars
Name _________
their own definitions of freedom
F°' Appointment Call
and democracy.
Slale _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
322-8868
Street Address _ _ _ __
Question: Will the United States
Eatlt Bound Lane. U.S. 22
Allow 4 weeks for delive ry.
go down in history books as a
Scotch Plains, N .J.
Oller expires December 3 1, 1973 .
City _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
Limit one per customer.
country that strangled itself by
State _ _ _ _ __ __ _
allowing greed and capitalism to
run amok? 50,000 years from now. language. I can tell. by your coat.
Zip _______ _ __
will an alien visitor find the my friend, you're from the other
side. Ther~'s one thing. I've got to
remains of a great civilization?
*201-228-4005
Don't buy meat - run out and know, can you tell me, please. Who
buy all the fish. peanut butter. and won the war? Say, can I have some
COMPULSORY cycle inother sources of protein you can of your purple berries'? Yes. I've
surance in New Jersey.
been eating them for six or seven
_J
find.
Please send me an ap"If you smile at me. I will weeks now. I qaven't got sick once.
plication showing your uni0Femin1n 1ty today
understand , cause that is someth- Probably keep us both alive ... "
que package plans and 10%
from Kimberly-Clark
Crosby.
Stills
and
Nash
ing that everybody does in the sa.me
special disco unts .

!
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'Another View.
Fr. Philip Merdinger
Last week a group of students
and administrators
went to
Washington D.C to protest the
proposed cuts in Student Aid
programs as outlined in Nixon's
budget for fiscal. '74 which begins
July 1st. There are 3 basic Federal
programs which provide money for
students: I) NDSL - National
Direct Student Loan. During the
acad_emic year '72-'73, approximately $212,000 was allotted
to ~ewark State. This program is
omitted from Nixon's proposed
budget; 2) SEOG, - Supplemental
Educational Oppoqunity Grant.
Dunng '72-' 73, $96,791
was
allotted to Newark State. Thi s
program is omitted from Nixon's
proposed budget; 3) W / S Work / Study.
During '72-'73,
$196,927 was allotted to Newark
State. Though not omitted form
the new budget, no appropriations
have as yet been made for next
year. The Nixon budget proposes
to replace I) and 2) with a new
program called BOG, Basic Opportunity Grant. It is a new
concept in studeQt aid and a good
one. Under BOG every student is
entitled to a grant as a foundations
for all other Federally assisted
programs. The grant as a found_ations for all other Federally assisted programs. The grant is
defined in terms of college cost
(tuition, fees, books, rm & bd,
commuting allowance less family
co.ntribution or half the actual cost
of attendance, whichever is less.)
up to $1400 tops. This grant would
be available to students without
regard to college choice, amount of
credits carried.
However, the're are serious objections to the proposal as it now
stands. I) The program is grossly
underfunded. Nixon proposes
$622 million for the first year.
Since nearly 1.5 million students
would qualify, the average grant
would be $200-$300 less per
student than is now currently
EDIT
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LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet
•· During the non-snow off season
the U.S . Women 's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the "Ski Team " diet
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
U.S. Ski Team . Normal energy is
maintained (very important!) while
reducing . You keep " full" no
starvation - because the diet is designed that way! It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work
travel or stay at home.
'
This is , honestly, a fantastically
successful diet. If it weren 't, the U.S .
Women 's Ski Team wouldn 't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific
proven way . Even if you've tried ali
the other diets. you owe it to yourself to try the U.S . Women 's Ski
Team Diet. That is , if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today . Tear this out as a
reminder.
Send only $2 .00 ($2.25 for Rush
Service) - cash is 0 .K. - to Information Sources Co., P.O . Box 23!
llept. ST. Carpinteria , Calif. 9:J01:1'
Don 't order unless you expect to loe~

20 pounds in two weeks' Because
that'• what the Ski Team Diet will do!

,,
• •

available. 2) Since NDSL and
SEOG would be terminated many
stude_nt_s could not make up the
r~ma1mng amount needed to
finance their actual college costs.
Moreover, Nixon's proposed termination of these programs is
illegal since by law they are mandated for fiscal '74. 3) Bureaucratic
delays in getting BOG started mean
that it would not be available for
t?e fall semester. The College estimates that I 0-12% of the current
full-time population would be
forced to leave college. 4) Nixon
proposes that the slack between
BOG grants and the actual monies
available under the
current
programs would be taken up
through the guaranteed student
loan program. However, since
these loans are made through the
banks, they may impuse additional
~estrictions (are you a current
depositor, do you live in the bank's
town etc.) which will effectively exclu_de students in lower income
brackets. 5) If Congress decides to
fund the current programs for
another year, as required by law,
Nixon may veto their decision and
it is highly unlikely that Congress
will override such a veto. Even if
they were to do so, Nixon could impound the funds.
What to do? We must secure
from each of our Congressional
representatives a commitment to
fund current student aid programs
at least at their current level while
BOG is begun. This can ·be5t be
done not only by students who are
now getting aid but through the
parents of all students in College. If
10-12% of the student body must
leave because of no money, it is entirely possible that the State of New
Jersey might be forced to raise the
tuition of remaining students to
meet college costs which don't simply decline automatically by the
same a_m ount. If we have any se nse
of Justice about the opportunities
for college education for poorer
people and the not-so-poor. we
must lobby a whole lot more effectively than we have done up to now
and demand that our elected
repre~entatives in Congress protect
us from the ravagws of an Ad~inistration that really doesn't
give a damn about how most of us
have to live.

by Camille Cusumano
Time seems ever so evanescent
when life is proceeding on with
complete oblivion to duty, chore.
and all forms of bad news. a nd
when one is free to follow instinct
animal or otherwise. Time is a~
amorphous element when its boundaries are unimportant and one
day flows imperceptibly into the
next. For a brief eight days I shared
this experience of a timeless sojourn with two other companions
while we camped out in the Sunshine State.
For us it was a carefree life, assimilating the habits of nomads.
living and roughing it for a change.
Of course we were not quite as
ascetic but as "pseudo-gypsies" we
enJoyed our temporary intimacy
with nature. We saw nothing extraordinary about this desire to
camp out, and were surprised to
encounter many astonished reactions from people who made us feel
like daring pioneers. We soon discovered not many girls are seen
camping
alone
down
south. although I don't see why
because everyone (many students)
was friendly to us. We had no misfortunes with anyone and we saved
a heap of money.
Camping is an easy sport to
learr, - best by experience. We
startea ;:,ut in Fort Lauderdale at a
county camp park, John Easterlin
where we paid $3.38 per night for a
beautiful sight overrun with friendly Muscobi ducks. They waddled
around our site and devoured a
whole loaf of our bread one. night.
Because of the amiability we
decided against roast duck and
confined ourselves to a meatless
but nutritious diet. As further
culmination to this aesthetic surviving, we concocted our meals
over a fire and ate by candlelight
(sometimes it was better not to see
what we were eating) .
Lauderdale is supposed to be the
beaten track but we found it's not

Roving Rudy
by Mike Golas
"Why Write?"
Since the time that man first
started painting pictures on cave
walls till today, he has tried to explain all the mysteries around him.
He searches the heavens above, the
earth below, and even within
h!msel~ for the answers that plague
his cunoslly. A time will come in
the future, if the human species can
survive the immense forces of
evolution, that man will have
found all the answers of the
universe. From his birth this has
been the driving force which
compelled man to perpetuate his
species. In doing so he has -also endangered his species. Pollution.
technology, over population. a ll
are factors of evolution that he will
have to deal with if he is going to be
successful in his goals.
If one was to go to the library
one would find books old and new
where thousands of men have
professed their thoughts in the explanation of the mysteries. We call
this composite of information.
knowledge. Some of our
knowledge which we believed to be
t_rue for hundreds of yea rs was
found to be false as new information was discovered .
. What drives man to the agoniz1ng task of searching for answers is

not yet known. Why does he have
sue_~ a great curiosity'/ This is very
difficult to sa~ for man has nothing
to compare himself with . He is the
only thinking, intelligent being that possess language on this
~ar th : If man was to meet another
intelligent being, from say a
different world, they could exchan_ge theories on philosophy.
religion, and science to form a
clearer picture of what life is all
about.
We must remember that man is
not unique in the universe and that
besides from the earth. the universe
too is part of his world. Right now
as man 1s first beginning space
travel, the universe sti ll is considered to be foreign to him. It has
never been foreign to us. We just
did not understand it as we· do
today. Yet the fact 'r emains that we
must learn to accept it and all that
goes with it.
I enjoy writing to share my ideas
and thoughts with people so they
may ponder or believe. To share is
to gain knowledge.
Applications are now being
taken for RAP-IN This is it!!!
Applications available at
SCA TE office.

so worn out. Although it was incongruous with the rest of our
nomadic existence we allowed
ourselves to enjoy the nocturnal
distractions that appealed to the
rest of the college population.
Night lubs in Lauderdale are partial to the female where the ratio is
near ten to one in her favor.
Because of this great imbalance
girls are welcome to clubs for free
(it seems they are in greater
demand. Males must pay. Many of
the bars will go to extremes to attract femal_e clientele, lowering
p~1ces of dnnks, or havung ladies
mght. One bar offered a free jug of
rum and coke to any guy who could
round up five girls to come in .
It didn't take long to exhaust
Lauderdale, so we packed up out
tent and descended to Key largo
which m contrast with Lauderdale
was sparsely populated . There
were many sports to take advantage of if one had money, but
budgeted as we were the sun. the
sea, and the sand were all we could
afford. Our campsite at John
P_e nnekamp only cost us $3.50 per
mght, but was not a s compri sing as
our first site. Here where th e
world's largest Coral Reef is found
we discovered it's impossible to
stake-a tent in coral; the stakes only
splinter when banged in. We also
learned several other tips about
camping: I always bring a lantern
for night time activity 2 don 't lean
on the sides of a tent when it rain swe had to wake up in 3 inches of
rain one night to realize this.
Meeting people on this sort of
trip becomes a routine of a
monotonous but necessary battery
of questions: name, state, school.
purpose here, etc. After these
prerequisites the conversation can
be pursued in infinite directions.
By the time we reached Daytona.
we had this down to a system. and
we no longer became rufned when
people asked us how "Joisy" was.
The only northerners who reaped
more abuse than us for accents
were New Yorkers, the guys from
the "other side of the cesspool" as
one native himself put it.
Outside Daytona provided a n

accommodating site at Camp Nova
in Port Orange. Here we spent the
remainder of our palmy days comsuming greedily the last hours of an
ephemeral utopia. The ocean here
seemed to be choppier, but more
huge and serene; the extensive
beach was of fine white sand. and
the balmy air augmented the
tropical ambience. We pitched tent
for the last time and spend a rainy
mght here remaining dry by not
leaning on the tent sides.
Sunday we packed up and
headed north again, but our adventure did not end in Daytona. We
found further amusement in St.
Augustine a city of marvelous architecture and antiquity. where we
stopped at an alligator farm and
the museum of the "world 's
greatest liar" Mr. Ripley. It was
still daytime as we road through
Georgia where the scenery wa s
dominated by the etherea l shade
created by the swaying cob webby
foliage of the mossy oak, South
Carolina is recalled somewhat
painfully as the state where we accumulated 2 ten dollar tickets th a t
we had to pay on the spot to a
"backwoods southern lawmen".
Finally we wound our trip up with
an afternoon in Washington touring the different government
buildings sitting in on the Senate.
and pooking for a certain Senator
from South Carolina . ..
Exhaustedly yet reluctantl y we
drove . home silentl y abandoning
our minds for th e last time to mocking strains of music:
"Give me the beat that will fre e my
soul
I want to get lost in your rock n' roll
And drivt away .. ."

Third World
Threatens Split
(Continued.fi-o m pal(e I;

until next semester to give the incoming Student
Org . administration a chance to correct
work out solutions to their complaints.
Ms. Vizcorrondo summed up by
stating, "People have approached
us_by saying 'Now we can change
things; everything can be worked
out." But after one year of complete regression, we have no choice
but to separate. We do not see this
break as detrimental to the school ?n _the contrary- Student Org. as it
1s, 1s not working. TWM would be
competing with Student Org. for
stude nt support. Ghird World
would be the perfect check on
Student Organization - which until
now, has gone unchecke ·

FOR ALL OF
THE PEOP.LE,
ALL OF THE
TIME ...

s5- · oo.
ONE PRICE

AT ...

~it
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Concert Review:

5 x 2 Dance Co
Perforrnance
The Dance Committee of the
College Center Board, Newark
State College at Union, sponsored
the performance of the "5 x 2
Dance Company," Wednesday,
April 4, 8:00 p.m. , Theater for the
Performing Arts.
The performance was free and
open to the public. Featured
dancers in the Company were
Bruce Becker and Jane Kosminsky.
Becker has a long list of theater
and television experiences. and
Miss Kosminsk y was associated
with the Paul Ta ylor Dance Company, and since 1971 she has been a
member of the Drama Division
Faculty at the Julliard School.
I

_K inks, Aerosmith
Creates Mixed
Emotions
by Robert Diehl
The bare chested look is in. as
Areosmith, a five-man hard rock
group, started off last Saturday
night's concert. The group playing
with two guitars, one bass,
drummer, and lead singer {who
also played harmonica) showed
hints of individual spotlighting.
Alt hough consisting of fairly good
musicians the volume was too high
and often overpowered the lead
singer, "Mr. Mick Jagger Junior."
This limited the groups sound versatality and made much of their
mus ic sound similar.
The lead singer. copying Jagger
from hips to scarves, could have
helped the groups range if he did
more on his harp. H o·wever the
guitarists backed with a wall of
amps didn't give him much of a
chance.
The drummer playing on an excellent set of Fibes favored his five
symbols and limited his own range.
Having seen the group a yea r
before, they didn't seem as good at
NSC. They've become theatrical
and animated and this tends to distract t he listener from the good
m usic they can potentia ll y play. As
a res ult a deserved encore wasn't
prese nted.
Welcomed with enth usiastic
. cheers the Kinks came on stage as
usua l but didn' t play as such. Fi lled
w ith profess io nal style a nd stage
grace, the confident Kinks went in
and out of songs, c ha ngi ng songs
after a few bars. T hey didn't seem
to be int o a "tigh t show," something they a re hi ghl y capab le of. T he
element of a good Kink Med ley
was missing. However. credit
should not be take n from the
Kink's musical abi li ty and versita lity, wh ich was shown in the
group's composition. Along with
lead singer Ray Davies w~o played

The Ki nks at NSC

both acoustic and electric guitars
and harmonica, t~e group consisted of bass playea, organist. lead
guitarist; drummer and a three
man brass ensemble.
The Kinks did songs old and new
such as Lola, All Day All Night,
Hollywood Blvd, Well Respected
Man, and Alcohol. The song
Alcohol resu lted in an audience
frenzy which added excitement and
pr:omoted cheers fro m the crowd.
T he crowd . was a typica l T.P.A.

concert crowd, alot of group
people getting into the younger
people, and phoney ass-shakers.
However when the Kinks decided
to take a six minute break before
they came back on, it showed that
most people really liked the Kinks.
The concert, in entirety, wasn't
very long. It ended at ten thirty.
And by no fault of CCB, who does
an excellent job of preparation,
agai n the concert did not start on
time.

CLASS OF '76
TO HOLD ALL COLLEGE PARTY! .
In an effort to bring facets of the student body
together, the Freshman class is sponsoring an " All
College Party" at the Elizabeth Town & Campus on April 19, 8-12 pm. The party, will include beer, soda,
refreshments and music by Bliss all for the price of a
one dollar admission ticket - now on sale in the Student
Center. Admission at the door is $1 .50. Come as you
are!!!

An important announcement to every
student in the health professions:
»:>,:··

Becker and Kos minsky of "5x2"

.------------IN

Happy
Earth
Day!
PARK
•THEATRE •

MEMORIA
,,
I · ·

-==~----·

265 BLOOM FIELD AVE ., CALDWELL

'"The

Killin-.. ·

oL,ifter
ueo e"'

"Brother · ·
Gorski"

W ith
few
posi tiv e
com m ent s and on ly one
redeeming scene- the la st
one,-" Brother Go rs ki, " by
Emanuel Fried c losed six
days aft er it opened . Had
" Brothe r Go rski" fu lfill ed t he
pr iest' s wishes for h im to
t hi nk only of h imsel f and sell
out h is co-workers, t he play
would have had no positive
aspects .
To t hose of yo u w h o
m i ssed
" B r o t he r
Go rs ki" -grieve not.
Lena Weln er

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIAtELY.
THEY COVER TUITION AND
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN
ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL.
If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition
will help you continue your
profess ional training, the
scholarships just made poss i b Ie b y the Uniformed
Services Health Prnfessions
Revitali zation Act of 1972
deserve your close attention.
Because if you are now in a
medi cal, osteopathic, dental ,
veterinary, podiatry, or optometry school, or arc working to1rnrd a PhD in Clinica l
P,,:v<:Ji olo.!!y, ~·ou may qualify.
i!' e 1;;ak e it ea.,rJ for y 1111 /11
rnmplete you,. ., t udies. You 're
<:ommi~sioned a:; an offi<:er as
:-;oon a s you e nter the program, but remain in student
status unti l graduation. And ,
c!uring e<lch year you will be

on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 days. Naturally,
if your academic schedule
requires that you remain on
campus, you stay on campus
-and still receive your active
duty pay.

Ac/ire duty req11irementli
are fair. B:!sically , you serve
one year a;, a commissioned
officer for each year you've
participated in the program ,
with a two year minimum.
You may apply for a scholarship with either the Army ,
Navy or Ai1· Force, and know
that up on en t er ing active
dut y you' ll h a ve rank 11nd
duties in keeping with your
professional training.
The life's work you've cho>ien for yourself requires long,

hard, expensive training.
Now we are in a position to
give you some help. Mail in
the coupon at your earliest
convenience for more detailed
informat~.

r~
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ROCKOGRAPHY.·

SAND
by Barry Felker

Does anybody know what
SAND-witch rock is? With the
possible exception of the people
who made Barnaby Records a kitchen name, and, in some ways,
even more famous than their
mother company MGM records.
Sand is a living definition of
sandwich rock.
As much as those SAN DY
(double pun) characters did to
organize sandwich rock, as much
as White Castle, Gino's. a nd
McDonald's - it was not until
Jack Meussdorffer, Dan Ross.
Rich Gooch, Steve Williams, and
Dan Wilson worked up an appetite
to
play, in this humble
reviewer's opinion,
that
the
musicians were able to raise
enough bread to feed their hungry
mouths.
You mean yo u' re lost already?
Don't feel bad . I, for one was lost
when I first received the double
album. The jacket is unique: one
side portrays the musicians fully
dressed in suits on the water front.
while the front cover shows a
yummy sandwich with all the trim-

mings. Above the picture it read s
"I record album on 2 discs for continous flowing SAND."
Maybe more record companies
will take this idea as a hint. It beats
turning over the album. Also
there's less chance of scratching the
other record . But what does all this
have to do with a record review?
The answer is simple: as mentioned
previously, the sum total contents
of the album are confusing. For example, does the name of the group
actually refer to a sandwich or the
sand on the beach?
I don' t know. And to tell yo u the
honest truth I really don't care. The
music is good. It's full of hype.
What the group has done is add
some sparkling lyrics to the
backdrop of vibrant guitar playi ng.
There is also a steady drum beat

Saturday. April 28. 1973. Dr.
Elaine Brown, choral conductor
and teacher, will be on campus to
rehearse College Concert Chorus.
the Riverdale Choral Society. and
alumni · and community singers
preparing for a Choral Workshop
performance at the Horace Mann
School, Bronx. N. Y .
Recongnized as one of the
outstanding choral directors in the
United States today. she concentrated her musical talent to see how
men of various ethnic backgrounds
and religious persuasions can
achieve a measure of peace and
harmony in their daily relationships with one another: believing
"music is a potent force for democracy and human understanding."
In 1948 she founded the "Singing·
City" program .
She has served on the faculties of
Westminister Choir College. Temple University, Juilliard School of
Music, and Union Theological
Seminary School of Sacred Music.
While at Temple University. she
was responsible for the introduction of a new curriculum
leading to one of the few baccalaureate degrees in Choral Conducting in the nation. A special
choir from Temple University
under Dr. Brown's direction. and
UNESCO
s ponsorship•.
represented college choral music at
the first International Music
Educators Conference in Brussels.
Belgium in 1953.
Dr. Brown has been the recipient
of many awards for her own
musical achievements and for her
efforts with Singing City. She is an
h·onorary member of Sigma Alpha

.

Off The
Shelf . • •
Bigfoot-The Yeti
and Sasquatch in
~yth and Reclli t y

by Jim Logue
John Napier is a modern
Sherlock Holmes.' He makes this
statement indisputable in his rece ntly published bood Bigfoot - The
Yeti and Sasquatch in Myth and
Reality (E.P. Dutton & Co.,
$8. 95).
All in all, Sand is the type of
Dealing with such a conalbum that one listens to on a rainy
t rover si a I subject as the
day or on the beach. Sounds conAbominable Snowman, or Yeti ,
tradictary, doesn't it? So is the
and his less publisized cousin, the
album. Wh y not give it a try.
North American Sasquatch. would
Maybe you'll understand it. I hope
seem to be quite an undertaking
so. Bye-bye, for now.
when one considers the notable
lack of hard evidence (skeletons,
foss\ls, verified photographs. living
specimens) as opposed to the
nearly endless array of so-called
"soft evidence" (eyewitness accounts, folktales, unverified encounters, seemingly non-human
sounds). Indeed, there seems to be
nothing at all to provide a basis for
critical analysis until one considers
footprints. This is not to say that
footprints, in themselves. prove
conclusively the existance or nonexistance of the Bigfoot (Napier
uses the term "Bigfoot" to encompass both Yeti and Sasquatch
and, for that matter, all other supposed giant humanoids). They do,
however, give useful data to the
scientist;
data
which,
when
properly scrutinized, can be applied to other forms of evidence to
determine whether or not certain
necessary correlations exist.
But how much, if any. useful inIota and was recognized for her efformation
can actually be derived
forts with the B'nai B'rith Interfrom a simple footprint'? Quite a bit
Faith Award. 1953: the Dismore than most would assume. To
tingui s hed
Daughter of
the educated eye footprints and
Pennsylvania Award: the annual
tracks can be used to estimate
Brotherhood Award of the Junior
height and weight, and tell whether
Chamber of Commerce of the city
the animal that made them was
of Philadelphia 1959: the Human
running or walking, whether it was
Relations and Brotherhood
a biped or quadriped and, most imAwards of Philadelphis Public
portantly, what type of animal it
Relations Association Gold Medal
was that made the tracks. Mr.
Award, and the Gimbel Award
Napier's credits certainly qualify
1969.
him as an educated eye. He was. for
As director of Singing City (a
several years, the Director of the
non-profit training and service
Primate Biology Program at the
organization). Dr. Brown superr•
Smithstonian ·Jnstitute in
vises all aspects .of the program.
Washington, D.C. , and has studied
conducting the Singing City Choir
human walking and hand
and Chorale. arranging a program
functioning. He is currently Visitof apprenticeships. where graduate
ing Professor at the University of
music students are trained in the
London.
various aspects of the Singing City
Detailing some of the first in
program, conducting instruction.
Himalayan Yeti sightings, Napier
consultation, and field work .
goes over each report an analytic.
Her choirs have performed with
yet interesting manner.
the Philadelphia Orchestra. the
The orgins of the Yeti myth are
Bach Aria Group. the N'ew York
discussed, as are the reasons for the
Chamber Orchestra and the
con tin ui ng re-emergence of :
National Symphony Orchestra in
monster interest in the world .
Washington. D.C. and on tours
Napier also brings to light a
and telecasts. Recordings with
relative newcomer to the monster
Singing City choirs and the
field , the Sasquatch of Northern
Philadelphia Orchestra include
California and Canada. This
Mahler, Resurrection Symphony,
Bigfoot has seen a dramatic inand Mendelssohn. Elijah ( RCA),
crease in popularity in recent years.
and Beethoven. Missa Solemnis.
and especially since a movie was
and Bach. St. John Passion
taken of an alleged Sasquatch by
(Columbia).
Roger Patterson in 1967. The saga
Along with her activities in
Philadelphia, Dr. Brown serves as
lecturer, and guest conductor at
To add to her list of musical
festivals, choral workshops and
achievements, Dr. Brown was
clinics. In the spring of 1971 she
guest
conductor
of the
served as guest conductor ot
Philadelphia
Orchestra
in
Westminister Choir's _Spring Tour....,
e~efi;\be 1Q] 2.
•~

ChoralJ2irector

~COffies

,

to

NSC

of the Sasquatch continues as
Napier reviews the ever growing
number of reported sightings, footprint casts and photographs. But
his powers of reasoning are never
more evident then when he delves
into the proported "aquisition" of
a half ape, half human organism
encased in a block of ice by one
Frank D. Hansen. This Minnesota
Iceman was supposed to have been
shot by Mr. Hansen in the back
woods of Minnesota while he was
on a hunting trip. The resulting
investigation by two renowned
scientists and all that follows is
alone "worth the price of admission."
The problems of making an
intelligent assumption as to
whether or not the Bigfoot exists
are, to say the least, multitudinous.
But Mr. Napier does succeed in
cutting through the fat folklore and
"fakelore" and reaches the meat of
the situation. His fine combination
of science and skepticism dispa tch
the unlikely evidence and leave the
reader with the necessary
knowledge and basic• information
needed to formulate an opinion of
his own.

The
Elizabethan
Garden
"A delightful British novel of life
renewed after 40."
- PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
THE
ELIZABETHAN
GARDEN by Pamela Sykes, to be
published by John Day on April 25
($6. 95), is a contemporary story of
a woman's conflict between her
children's demands and her own
desires.
·On the eve of her 46th birthday
and what would have been her
silver anniversary had her h~s band
lived, Elizabeth Foster suddenly
finds herself confronted with a
situation all too common to the
modern woman of the 1970's. She
has devoted her life to her three
children and her husband's career,
and has been, in a se nse, amply
rewarded. She has the memories of
Edward, their life together, his
brilliant career. And she has her
three children, now grown and pursuing their own lives.
But what Elizabeth finds, much
to her own surprise and her
children's dismay, is that she is a
woman as well as a mother. And
she has certain needs which the
children are reluctant to recongize,
certain plans which they refuse to
accept. These umnaternal plans
force Elizabeth and her three
children to take a new and surprising look at each other and
themselves in this sympathetic
novel of a marvelously human
woman.
Pamela Sykes, who lives in
Englang, has written plays, stories,
articles and books for children.
THE
ELIZABETHAN
GARDEN, her first adult novel to
be published in the United States.
is also being published in Germany

and England.

Of
Health
Through Clerical
Bondage
SelfKnowledge
A classic health book which
presents a scientifically accurate,
comprehensive, and readable consideration of the major factors
which influence personal and community health, Healthful Living by
Drs. Harold S. Diehl and Willard
Dalrymple, is now offered in a
ninth revised, updated, and considerably expanded edition
(McGraw-Hill, $12.95).
The chapters on mental health,
sexuality, and drugs have been
rewritten with new emphasis on
facts, and their meaning for the individual. Information on acute and
chronic disease processes has been
updated, and is presented with an
emphasis on prevention.
Healthful Uving now contains a
chapter on "Health in the College
Years," with an appendix on
special health problems. The index
and glossary have been combined
to simplify tl·e use of the book.
while the reading suggestions have
been updated and reduced in
number.
Harold S. Diehl, M.A .. M. D ..
Sc.D., is consultant ot the
American Cancer Societ and
Fellow of the Governing Counci of
the American Public Health Assoc1at1on. Willard
Dalrymple.
M.D., is President of the American
College Health Association and
Director of the University Health
Service at Princeton University. ,

Every year thousands of
American girls look for secretarial
jobs, confidently anticipating the
good pay, pleasant working conditions, interesting fellow-workers
and excellent chances of advancement promised by the classified ads. Only too many wind up
in what lively - and well informed
- author Mary Kathleen Benet
calls The Secretarial Ghe110
(McGraw0 Hill, $5.95).
Ms. Benet has worked in many
offices on both sides of the Atlantic, including those of the San
Francisco Chronicle, the Chicago
Sun- Times, McCall's, and a book
publishing house. She has also
been a journalist, an advertising
copywriter, and a literary agent.
Her views are frank, outspoken and controversial.
As Ms. Benet notes. well over 60
per cent of '.:-American office
work,ers are women. By the sheer
force of their ifu'mbers and the
variety of tasks they perform. they
have become indispensable to the
smooth functioning of American
business. How many receive the
recognition they deserve? What
does a secret~ry's job really mean
today? Does it bring independence
and fulfillment'/ Or does it
perpe.t uate, in a new setting. a
whole range of stereotyped female
roles, all subservient to the
functions and prerogatives of the
male?
The Secretarial Ghetto tackles
all . thest; questions straight 011.
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bv Garv Rozzo

Friends of·
~~Flipper" Unite!

Hi, this ·is Su~ny Bux the counby Bill Phillips
try singer. I'm here on T. V. to bring
the ideal situation would be both you this terrific record offer.
Kayth Enerlich
It is probably a little known fact.
parents sharing equally in this
that the. porpoises in our West
I must remind you that this
On April 3rd., Feminists For essential job.
coastal waters are being-destroyed.
tremendous
record
offer
would
Equality presented their third
As for the careerwoman. she is cost you up to thirt y two dollars in
The Tuna trauling boat s a re indisprogram of the semester. Dr.
stereotyped in this society as "mas- stores but we can offer it to yo u on
criminately destroyi ng th e porGloria Butler, a psychologist from
culine" because of the fact that she T. V. for just $3. 98, it includes suc h
poises that are being caught in their
Newark State who has worked in
often does not have what culture great country hits as:
nets.
the areas of education and clinical
drills as righteous for a woman - a "Truck
The porpoi ses and the tuna feed
Driving
Cry
Baby".
psychology, led an informal dishusband and child . But is the "Hayseed Love", "Surry Point
together in a natural econiche.
cussion on the myth surrounding
careerwoman
in
any
better Ride", " I Made a Fool Outta You"
When the tuna boats chum the
the feminine housewife a nd the
position than the hou sewife today? "Railraod Ties", "Prison Farmer~
waters with bait to catch the tuna.
masculine careerwoman.
It can be observed that most Blues", "I Got That Cryin' Eye",
porpoises are hauled in with the
A housewife and mother does
women following a career get the "You' re My Country Gal" a nd
tuna in the nets. When the pornot do "feminine" work as often
low level jobs, and these are often many many more, this double L. P.
poises are removed from nets a nd
thought. He job consists of a
dead-end jobs such as a nurse or a has a total of 30 great so ngs in- separated, the men working on the
challenging, complicated and often
teacher. It is a lso a fact that female cluding Husky James', "Crying o n ship cut the noses off the porpoises,
difficult combination of ad- college graduates earn less than a . my Shoulder' and the hit from the
letting them bleed to death . The
m1 nistrating, managing and
male highschool graduate. Those Dobby Brothers, ''I'm a' Barkin'
porpoises are then saved and
budgeting skills, and the education
people in the administrative jobs.
Up Your Tree".
thrown overboard to the sharks to
and discipli ne of children. A
those who are the bosses - are men .
Send now and with yo ur order feed them and keep th e sharks
housewife's work is not valued at
There seems to be no dignity in
you'll get another album with
away from the tuna. This method
all in society. Otherwise, more men
either building a career as a woman fifteen of the greatest juke box hits employed by these tuna industries
or being a housewife.
would be home doing these things.
in the country, all good country seems like a ridiculous way to inThere is also a lack of respect for
The discussion then turned to
hits like my song, "Everybody's
crease their profits.
childrearing, and it is often the types of discrimination a
This pointless and senseless desgotta Cry Some".
woman faces each da y, and severa l
downgraded by men and some
truction of the porpoises does n't
Remember send $3.98 plus 50ci:
female members of the group told
feminists. Dr. Butler pointed out
seem to affect mamy people now.
for shipping and handling to . ..
of their personal experiences. Dr.
that women do not have a choice
but the future could bring the exCountry Hits.
when it comes to who is to take ca r·e
Butler felt that the worst disof the children. They are naturall y crimination towards a woman
forced into that r9le. She feels that
comes from another woma n. She
there is " nothing sacred about a
offered no solution for all these
mother taking care of the kids." It
problems, but said that it must be a
could very well be the father. a nd
personal solution .
Tee nyboppers were all over th e
by Barry Felker
Say kid s, are yo u disgusted with sinks, toilets, and yo u name it! But
the commercial krap perform ing in they were not using th e facilities for
intended
purpose.
We
most of today's co ncert halls? L for their
decided th e concert had more
one, most certainly am.
It seems to me (and I am sure you social redeeming values than the
will agree) that almost every ot her toilet. We left.
The
performers
th emselves
month the same musicans are performing for th e same sort of pla yed "top 40 tunes" which were
audience. For a steady concert goer popular in the Fifties. songs th a t
like myself (and even the ushers) it rellected the apatheti c feeling~ of
the rebellious young of that period.
is a boring routine.
As m y brother Alan put it: " .. fhe music was not Rock&R oll.
.it's like watching the late-nite which 1 am particularly fond of.
movie reruns." But at least the ma- but that slow stuff what begins to
jority of old films a re drama ti c. pla y on one's e motions.
After completing one of th ose
intellectual, and di spla y ve rsa til e
long overdone numbers. the lead
acting.
Although
comparing
a
Dr. Gloria Butler speaking to a group at Newark State on Women's
movie to a concert is like com- vocalist of the group announced
Roles.
paring "a cool ocean breeze to a that he was a resident of Newark
White-Castle ha mburger." the (let's hear it for my home t own) a nd
point is well taken . A bad movie said, "We's guys are brok e. Please
- buy our records, man ." What
can
always be turn ed off.
Going to one of"today's" (notice kind of cheap showm a nship is
the quotations) concerts. ex- that? It is almost as bad as those
pecially in this area, is not the sa me continuous commercia ls o n the
as viewing a movie in th e privacy of gloob tube.
Another problem with today's
your own home. For example. very
few musicans displa y a unique sty le concert sce ne, and certainly no less
of delivery when performing before acute, is the lenght of so me of the
a live audience. However. the ma- recent shows. Furthermore. the adjority of rock-super-stars ( certainly mission to most concerts is about
not all) are good actors: they bl ow $6.00, or thereabouts. This, by the
off some steam, give a few preten- way, can prese nt quite a few
tious encores, and laugh all the way problems, especially for a male ta king his girl friend on a date. Besides
to the bank!
Consider the following case in the cost of the stage show. there are
point: Recentl y, a prominent Parkway tolls, gas, and of cou rse
booking agen_t staged· a special the refreshemnts.
M y complaints about the
Sunday engagement. The show
was suppose to' start at ap- concert scene are endless. I. for o ne
proximatel y 7:30. Si nce I could not could fill this whole publication
find a parking s pot a nd I did not with so me of the probl ems I per.
want to park in o ne of th e ma ny sonally experienced with concerts
COMPJOB . .. Copyright 1973... The in's and out's of ·the "unsafe zones". 1 arrived fifteen this year. Maybe the best solution
computer job market , how to evaluate computer companied , minutes late. You guessed it! T he to the problem was put forth by WFM U Disc Jockey Bob Groule:
career ladders, and where to apply. $2.00
fi rst act had begun.
"Turn the stereo on. At least yo u
HOW TO PULL OFF A BANK JOB . .. Copyright 1973 _ . .A
From the onset of the "golden won't have to throw away yo ur
handbook tor liberal arts graduates seeking positions in "teenyboppers"
oldies" show, the majorit y of money, fight traffic a nd mixed up
(it was th e ea rl y
banking . Includes listings of major banks in 50 states. $2.00
show) in the crowd madly scurried mobs, or view - repeat perTHE ALASKA EMPLOYMENT GUIDE . .. Copyright 1972. . about in their groovy clothing. formances."

''At the.

•

• ''

tinction of these species. Perhaps if
these mammals had so me higher
monetary value then people would
take action to save these porpoises.
Man y species of animals have
either become extinct or are in ·
danger of extinction. This has
happened because of lack of
concern on the part of the
American people. Help is needed
now before more damage is don e.
If yo u feel concerned about hi s
then please write to:
·secretary of Interior M o rton
Department of Interior
Was hington, D .C.
The porpoises are one of man s
best friends. However they are
quickly learning that man will be
the cause of their dest ructio~. In
open waters they have shown their
friendliness to man by swimmi ng
to him, nowtheyareavoidingman .
Let us regain the lost res'pect of
mankink by the poepoises. Let us
show them that mankind is kind
and considerate instead of being
dangerous.

Keystone

5 fU~CTZ□~

P□ CHET
C~lCUl~T□ R
it adds, subtracts,
multiplies, divides ...

and figures
percentages, too!

~

~l

1\t=====~

I

II

don't job seek

hapH-AZA-RDL Y.

try our guides .

.The most complete employment guide ever compiled tor
the state of Alaska. (72 pages) $3.00
Do you work with students?
Or are you a student seeking good career informati on?
These directories were especially designed tor you!
SPECIAL ff! All three for $S.OO
Order today from
EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION SERVICES

P.O. Box 3265
.________c_h_1c_o.;,.c_a_11_fo,;,.r.n,;,;l.;,;a.9;.5;.9;.2;,6;.______.;,.....J

,

screaming for their so-called id o ls.
Viewing the show through a ma le's
psyche, it seems that th e girls were
largely responsible fo r act ing like a
bunch of hot-headed hi gh school
kids at a Saturday afternoon
basketball game.
The whole sce ne gave me a nd my
brother a headache. We went to the
rest-rooms for a drink of water.
The room may have been th e
closest t"hing to Dante's Inferno .
All I can rememqer was the ,heat.

MADE
IN U.S.A.

The miniature mirac le! The
Keystone Cal c ulator is
s mall enough to carry in
your poc ket , yet it does
almo s t an y cal c ulation
qui c kl y, eas ily, reliably_ It
has the biggest, brightest,
e asiest to read answers of
~ny . unit this size and a
unique percentage key" .
The Ke ystone Calculator
h as a c onstant memory
" loc k", it performs automa ti c d iscount and tax ca lcu la tion s a nd offers a float ing or fi xed decimal. Features ex tra la rge ke ys for
a dded acc uracy. Housed in
a high impa c t "Cycolac"
case . We ighs less th a n 10
oz. Opera tes on 4 AA batte ries .
Model #350.

United Office Machines
:-272 N. Broad Street
. - _Elizabeth , N.J .
• 354-5577

HIGH ADVENTURE STARTS AT 2500 FEET
Your first jump course takes only 3 hours. Costs only $65.00
World 's largest and safest
Our 15th year.
Free brochure.
ii:,J!J1

•

ORANGE PARACHUTING CENTER

~ PO

Box 96. Orange . Mass 01364
Phone : 617-544-6961

(Includes all equipment)
Over 220,000 jumps.
21,000 First jumps.
ii:,J!JI

LAKEWOOD PARACHUTING CENTER

~ PO

~

Box 258, Lakewood, NJ 08701
Phone : 201-363--4900

For New York information call 212-582-5860
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PPV* Enters Recreational

Field With People- .
Powered Fun Vehicles
Sleek sports car styling and a
. pedal power mark the introduction
of an exciting new line of
recreational vehicles named People
Powered Vehicles. or PPV's .
The PPV*. manufactured by
EV! of Sterling Heights. Michigan.
was designed by former General
Motors engineers as a new concept
in adult a nd family recreation and
a unique way to meet the needs of
an ecology-minded society. Mr.
Dick
Rutherford.
Marketing
Director of EV I says proudly of the
PPV*, " It's a good Detroit job".
The PPV* will be distributed in ·
this area exclusively by Upson
Enterprises, Inc. of 126 Post Road.
Darien, Connecticut. a company
formed solely fo r this purpose.
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Local
dealerships are being
awarded to individuals or companies who are -enthusiastic about
the product and have the necessary
fi nancial means and marketing
knowledge.
The PPV* burns no fuel and is
noiseless. Two people can pedal it
together or independent of each
ot her. Although the vehicle weighs
133 pounds and is over six feet
long, one person can pedal it easily
alone. Its Mark Ill transmission
and unusual gearing make this possible. PPV* is virtually an all-terrain ve hicle because it has different
gear ratios which are optional.
With a low slung three-wheel
stance and aircraft type steering.
the PPV* has exciting

A new concept in adult and family leisure and recreation, health and exercise is coming on the market. Its the People Powered Vehicle, or PPV•,
distributed by Upson Enterprises of 126 Post Rd .• Darien, Conn. Easy entry and exit, plus PPVs* high-stability three-wheel stance lets you ride
anywhere confidently. Contoured bucket seats give full back support.
Drive to a nearby market, visit a fiend, or ride for fun and exercise. Enjoy
getting there together or by yourself safely and securely in the very finest,
adult pedal powered vehicle.
·
* Registered trademark of E VI

manuverability and speed with a
high degree of stability and safety.
Important features of this
vehicle include individually adjustable bucket seats to accommodate
all ages, a heavy duty nose wheel
drum brake operated manually. a
parking lock, several optional
color combinations and upright
storage. The PPV* retails for
$379.00.
State motor vehicle legislation
qualifies the PPV* as a bike since it
uses only human resources for
power. There. the PPV* can travel
anywhere a bike is permitted.
The PPV* is billed as the official
family vehicle at the 1973 Family
Leisure Time Show. the Coliseum.
New York City, April 21-29.
*Registered trademark of EVI

PREGNANT·&
DISTRESSED?
Your Pregnancy May Be Unwanted But
Your Baby Isn't.

There is an
alternative to
abortion .

BIRTHRIGHT
201-485-1677 ·· I

A free conf;dential service to help you through
your pregnancy, and to protect your baby.

new maybelline

tmJl1r
Excitement and fun are yours in the new PP·v• (People Powered Vehicle).
S ports car styling and exciting manueverability in a pedal powered
vehicle. Its ecology-minded because it burns no fuel and makes no noise.
The PPV• is an economical short range transportation package for one or
two people. No maintenance, easy upright storage. The PPV• is the official family vehicle at the 1973 Family Leisure Time Show, the Coliseum,
New York City, April 21-29.
•Registered Trademark of EVI

All College Party _
Town & Campus - Elizabeth
Apri I 19th 8:00-12:00
Free Beer Free Soda
Free Refreshments
Music by Bliss
$1.00 admission by Ticket
Tickets are on sale in
College Center Building
sponsored by the Class of '76

A whole new twist
in automatic
eye shadow.

Powde r-Twist is here! It's the firs-t truly automatic powder eye shadow . Just twist twice ,
and exactly enough soft color is \3re.measureo onto the little Pillow Wend . Then
apply . It goes on smoothly, evenly . And
each Powder-Twist ca_se holds hundreds of
applications . Try gentle Green . Brown, Blue .
Then highlight with Frosty Pink , Frosty Lilac , or
Frosty White . Powder-Twist is the eye shadow
of the future. Make it yours today.

J{
The finest in eye

make-up. yet sensibly priced.
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JOB LIST
CORRESPONDENCE
PACKAGING
FILING
Recollections (mail Order House)
425 Cherry Street
Elizabeth
Call Bob Miller at 289-1608
PHONE FIRST!
( If no answer on phone. keep
trying)
SALARY: open
Must have some knowledge of
typing.
TWO PART TIME TELLERS
AT ROSELLE PARK OFFICE
National State Bank
68 Broad Street (near E. Jersey)
Elizabeth
call Mrs. Koester at 354-3400. ext.
312
DAYS & HRS: Mond ay- 2 pm to
7 pm, Tuesd a y, Wepnesda y.
Thursday- 2 to 6 pm , Frid ay. 2 to
8:30 pm
SALARY: $2.00 / hr at start

1455 Gregory Avenue, Union
964-1131
DAYS & HRS: to be arranged
SALARY: to be arranged
SALESPERSON IN WOMEN's
LI GERIE SHOP
Town's Shop
1046 Springfield Avenue
Irvington
call Mr. Rothenberg at 375-0269
DAYS & HRS: Monda y & Friday
evenings until 8:30 ?from whatever
time available). Other days to 5:30
(Saturday). Work one afternoon a
week.
SALARY: according to amount of
experience ; approximatel y
$2.00/ hr.
RECREATION ASSISTANT
Workman's Circle Home
225 West Jersey Street
Elizabeth
call Joyce Birk at 353-1220
DAYS & HRS: Tuesday & Thurs-

day (5 hrs minimum)
SALARY: $2.50/ hr. (min. to start)
Psychology / Sociology major preferred . Knowledge of J t;wi sh so ngs
and la nguage helpful. S U MMER
HO U RS AT LEAST DO U BLED.
INSTALLING I.B.M .
TYPEWRITER
I.B. M. C orp.
Cranford ( exit 136 off Park wa y)
call Mrs. Ann Lukes a t 272-6900.
ext. 223 ,
DAYS & HRS: 8:30 to 5: 15 (45
min. lunch)
SALARY: $3.40/ hr.
HEAVY WORK
Beech-Nut, Inc.
930 Clifton Avenue
Clifton
calf Mr. Berannowski at his home
phone - 747-3098 (call for appointment between 7 and 8 pm)
DAYS & HRS: flexible hours:
year-round jobs ( Might be full time
in summer)
SALARY: $2.50/ hr. to start: $2. 75
after 6 months
MUST HAVE OWN CAR . .

on: Tuesda y, April 17
at: 1:40 p.m.
in: Little Theatre

' Tom wants every female!

a member of the
liberation group UN/TA
will speak on

Atte ntion:
All Junior Soci al
Work Majors

The War
in Angola

There will be a meeting
of all Junior Social Work
Majors concerning Senior
field placement on Tuesday, April 17, at 1:40,
College Free Hour in the
Social work dept. office in
Willis on the fourth .floor.
All Junior Social Work
Majors Must Attend!!

S.W. Africa
Also
she will present a film on
Guerrilla Warfare in Africa
All are Welcome
sponsored by sds

TOMORRO W ! I I I I
JEWISH CAMPUS
COMMUNITY
offers a

COMMUNITY
SEDER
a Passover meal

GREECE:
Europe's Oldest Democracy,
Newest Dictatorship

open to all
on campus
Friday, April 13th,
12:30, Downs Hall "A "

Talk

Given by Dr. John
Shenis,
Political
Science
Department
Thursday, April 19,
1:40 p.m. Willis 400
ALL WELCOME

GENERAL OFFICE WORK
Mr. McGanias
Fairview, 432-5357
DAYS & HRS: early morning
hours- 6 pm to 4 am and evening
hours-4 pm to 2 am
SALARY: $160 to $180 weekly
FULL TIME DAY WORK
FOR EVENINGS STUDENTS
WITH 2 YEARS CHEMISTRY
CREDITS
Mainpower Training
177 Burkley Place
YauxHall, N.J.
964-3617, call Mr. Carter
SALARY: $8000-$9000 yearly

V[ 'lll Tl.A

by Bill Phil!tps
This week ther will be no RAPPORT due to the difficulty this
week of getting people to answer
on the question of how they fee1
about the quality of teachers at
Newark State College. Again
sorority sisters refused to make
statements. but this also became

the same situation with almost all
people I had interviewed . In fact
the only comitting statements that
I received all came from Freshman.
Either the freshman have something going for them, or there is
something that this school does to
people that make them unconcerned about this institution.
I could have submitted the inter-

PI.Ul R[V(RE

views I had, but i felt that opinions
from students from all grade levels
would make more interesting
reading.
So to those of you who miss
RAP-PORT, thanks for the consideration, there will be an interview column )n next weeks paper.
even if I have through the entire
student directory. ,

COMPANION FOR 74-YEAR
OLD MAN

Mrs. Clifford Rassweiler
9 Montview Avenue
Short Hills, 376-2721
One or two days a week: students
must have his own transportation.
Gentleman suffers occasional loss
of memory: needs someone to accompany him on walks. etc.
BRING NSC ID CARD WITH
YOU.
SALARY: $3.50/ hr. plus expenses.
DRIVER FOR ONE WAY RIDE
FROM VICINITY OF SOUTH
ORANGE
.
.
AVENUE & WYOMING
AVENUE TO BUSINESS ON
RT. 22 .
Richard Brown
c / 0 Graver Water Cond . Co.
Rt. 22 (near Springfield-Union
Border)
Home phone (South Orange): 7637049
Business phone: 687-8300. ext. 330
DAYS & HRS: pick up hour to be
arranged; approx. 8:30 am
SALARY: $5.00 a week
PICK UP ORDERS.
STOCK WORK - GENERAL
DISTRIBUTION WORK
Essex Record Distributers
10 Fenwick Street. Newark
call Rose at 243-7700
DAYS & HRS: 3 or 4 hours a day
including
Saturday
mornings
(work during week between 8 am 5 pm)
SALARY: starts at $2.00 / hr: raise
given after job is learned .
GENERAL OFFICE WORK
( Mostly filing)
Maxon Pontiac
Rt. 22 We~t (near Flagship)
call Mr. Gordon at 964-1600
Office ope n 9 am to 9 pm (work hrs
to fit st ude nt schedule)
SALARY: $2.00/ hr.
TUTOR IN ENGLIS H
M ATH
FOR 7t h GRADE G IR L
Mr. Michael Anerousis

Townsend Lecture Committee
presents
I

A Lecture
on Copernicus
'

' Hf Al f

Start your
hope chest.

25¢

speaker

r ---- - - ---- ------ -- -- -7

Sir.Fred HoyleApril . 26, 1973
9:30 a.m.

: On.:ida Silversmith,
1 P.O . Box I.
1 Oneida. New York 13421
:
I encl,}.'ie 25c for the heautiful
1 Oneida san1Ple stainless teaspoon
1 I've checkeclbelow. I understand
: I can c,,mplete .y,y service al fine
.1ewelry and ch:purtrnent stores.

,.

1

:
1
I

:
1
I

:
1
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D Venc1ia
'\lode1:n Antique :
0 Louisiana
L. Cherie
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1
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Admission: Free!

I
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Stat<
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Pooh:

EB. a~c/

16
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G errj , S usa&1,
and t-ox

19

than~ ~ot.t
for _latc~~ ....q
II
I
onto those.
Sh;l'"ts /

1

bY Bibler

By EDWARD JULIUS
AC ROSS
--1 , Prepares for Publication
6 , Soprano Lily
10 , Glance Throug_h _
14, Corruptible
15 , Arabian Region
16 . Sheet of Glass
17 , Devotee
19 . Miss Swenson
20 .
de Plume
21 , Year He nry VII I Took Ove r
22 , Customary
24 . Caused by Earthquake
26 . Competent
27 , Adolescent
28 . Illicit Love Affai r s
32 , Take and Store Away
34 . Mr , Ponti
35 , Silent-film Star
36 . Shield Knob
37 , Game Show Contestants
38 . Entreaty
39 , Zero
40 , Trimmea Away
41 . Diurnal
42 . Ship Servants
44 , "Mad" Cartoonist
45 , Pointed Tools
46 . Petty Tyr ants
49 . F ilm on Copper Coi ns
52 . Take Out
53 , Samoan Warrior
54 . Departure
55 , Self- l ove
58 . Fre nch Mathema tici an
59 , Convers e
60 . Pronoun (pl,)
61. Polish Ri ver
62 . F ood
63 . More Sound

gor•

DOW N
-i:-chess Great
2 . English Nove list
3, Matchless
4. Prefix • Touch
5, Lost Weight
6 . Wide sp re a d Fear
7 , Australian F i s h
8 . Boy's Nickname
9 . Accumulate Rapidly
10 . Backbones
11 , Immanue l
12 . English The ol ogi an
13 , Famous Anthr opologist
18 , Ch i ef Nors e God
23 . Sundry Assort ment
25 , Watery , comb . fo r m
26 . Publiciz e d
28 . Priscilla and Abbe
29 , Duty
30 , Christmas
31. Oscillate
32 , Vandals
3) . Leave Out
34 , Baseball Team
37 , Manner of Speaking
38, Wife of Henr y VIII
40 , Chess Piece
41. Abhors
43 , Restaur ant Employee
4lj, , "The Road to
"
46 . Religious Groups
47 , Sheriff's Helpers
48 , Continent (abbr . )
49. Spanish Co n j unction
50, Chopped Down
51 . Fork Prong
52 . Fields-' Bi ogra phy
56 , Exclamation
57,
Na Na

I had th' e~-.nc,,
Gort. I Gtart.ed at
Jupit.4-, I'm rather t11' bottom, .t?rom
8r0Wt1ie, up to being
surprised that a
black was ckose11 Leprechaun, and 011
up to Genie.!
as •1 pagan god r

Besides, there were
0t1ly two other
cat1didat.es for ti,'
job ... and both were
.(!ound lacking.

---

f.AmT PIG
5.0 . 8 .

t'E~el-S
_.,,

',leah.

Do <i,'kt1ow

who applied?

Cli~ord
Irvit1g at1d
• Arc.hie Bunker:

Mike
is
on the
case!
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Will type termpapers. 75~
per page. Call Elizabeth
Hofseth at 289-5665

NEEDED: A VAN IN
GOOD MEC!-1ANICAL
CONDITION, AT LEAST
A 1969 MODEL. REPLY
925-0534, OR DIRECTLY
AT THE INDY OFFICE.
WANTED: Reliable person to sell TWA's Youth ·
Passport Cards in spare
time. This is the airline
youth card. Earn $1.00
commission per card. Call
Susie at 822-0557. . 1 ,·
,

.

, ! ..(

-,BRICK: Must-be thick and ·
well kept. Must be ,nice
and good use.

Mark, I Love You.
Cloud

WANTED: Female Alaskan Malamute, to mate
with a Male Alaskan
Malamute with AKC
Papers. The Animal is
thirteen months old, both
parents are champions;
Call 373-0192.
.

Re: Clad like a king, yet
naked as a snake.
Jim: We all know that the
aforementioned quote is
the product of Francois
Villon. Now that we ·have
located tin-pan Texas,
how about some'hoochiekoo . . .or are we still going
to keep fighting to live until we're ready to die . .. in
any case, there is always
the ballin' in the grass
behind the barn.
Tom & Phil

Black
Buick
' 65,
Automatic power steering
and brakes · only 45,000
miles, Best Offer965-1327
FOUND
Short sleeve shirt found
by Downs Hall. Call with
description: 549-7369.

Goose says high!
Summer Rentals
SEASIDE HEIGHTS
,½ block from the ocean
2 bedrooms, sleeps 8 $1 ;700
· 3 bedrooms, kitchen, living & dining rooms
sleeps 10- $1,900
By Season Only
Groups OK
43 Franklin Ave.
Sat. & Sun.

JAZZ IMPROVISATION
The study of modern
chord, progression, jazz
feeling, ear training
technique.
Beginners
O.K. 352-9783.
Industrial

JAN WANTS JERRY!!!!
IT'S YOUR MOVE!!!!

Temporary

No Fee

We have plenty of work available by the day. If you find yourself
short of cash, stop by. High Hourly Rates.

A-1 TEMPORARIES
1995 Morris Avenue, Union, 964-1304

HIKE OR BIKE
FOR THE RETARDED
(Sunday, April 29, 1973)
BEFORE YOU HIKE/BIKE
Obtain an entry form from school representatives or from Union County NJARC office'.,
Secure as many sponsors as possible (do not be satisfied with only one or two) . A sponsor Is a friend, relative, businessman , teacher or anyone who will pay you a specified
amount of money for every mile you complete during the Hike or Bike-A-Thon.
Show the registration form to al l the sponsors whom you approach . Tell why you are
participating and Explain to them that the proceeds from this event will be used for the
mentally retarded in their community.
Fill in a space on both copies of your sponsor card for each contributor. You will hand in
one copy of the sponsor card and your signed waiver form AT THE REGI ST RATION
TABLE - before you hike/ bike.
Advise your sponsor that the co ntribution is deductible for income tax purposes.
An y pledge will be acceptable - but a minimum of ten to twenty-five cents per mlle - is
recommended . l arger donations are encouraged .

DAY OF HIKE/BIKE
The Hike or Bi ke- A-Thon will begin at approximately 10:00 A.M. on April 29. 1973.
Bring ' your registration form to the starting point (War inanco Park Stadium in
Elizabeth) . Plan to arriv e by 9:30 A.M. for registration and final instruct io ns. You must turn
in your signed waiver form and duplicate sponsor list.
A 15 mile course (wh ich begins and ends in Warinanco Park) has been designed
however, participants will be able to accumulate as many as 25 miles by continuing to circle the park .
The route has been planned to incorporate the safest and most scenic co nsiderat ions.
This is an excellent op portun ity to engage in both a helpful and healthy activity.
You must have your check point card verified at each designated checkpoint . These are
located at intervals of approximately eve ry 2 miles along the co urse.
A map o~he route will be furnished to each hiker/ biker on the day of the event.
If you are unable to complete the entire course, stop at one of the checkpoints and inform the official that yoo are finishi ng. Transportation will be provided from each
checkpoint to Warinanco Park for those hi kers/ bikers who need it.

· HEl.PFUl HINTS ·
... Bring clothing suitable for the weather - RAIN OR SHINE
... Hikers - wear appropriate shoes and two pairs of socks.
... Bikers - make sure your equipment is ready and safe.
: . .BAING A PICNIC LUNCH - take your time and have a fun day.
... Ref reshment drinks will be iivailable at various checkpoints
... DO NOT LITTER

AFTER 'THE HIKE/BIKE
. Have your checkpoint form validated at the registration table ; and receive your Certificate of Appreciation.
Awards wi ll be presented to various participants in special categories, includinq the
fastest, the oldest , the one with the most sponsors, and many others.
Take your registration form to your sponsors - Show them the final number of miles
completed as verified by your checkpoint card - Collect the mileage pledge they made to
you .
Ask your sponsors to write a check to: "Union County Unit - Hike/ Bike".
Give the sponsor a signed receipt if they wish one.
Monies should be collected and turned in by May 15, 1973.
Send or Bring your collections and original pledge card to : Union County Unit. New
Jersey Assoc iation for Retarded Children , 562 Boulevard , Ken il worth. New Jersey 07033
For additional information call the Unit office: (20 1) 276-6792.
Thank you for your efforts.

1

TO JERRY POCIUS:
SETON HALL DOESN'T
WANT
YOU!!!
DO
THEY???

Happy Birthday Steve
Piccolo! Who paid for the
party?

Tom H., Mike M., John D.
Let's not · have another
Friday nlte layout like last
week... I' d never survive!
Even the goose hasn't
recovered!
Love
Betty

Bruce, Richford, Zeke
Bob, & Zeke JimboThanx for an extraordinary Friday afternoon.
I've informed my lawyer to
drop the kidnapping
charges.
By the way-anymore
beers?
Betty

Vouth Helps Youth·~-

continuedfrom paf;e 2
programs toda y."
The COMMUNICATIONHELP CENTER grew from the
H otline which started in October
of 1971. This year, with increased
_space, services, a nd funds . a Watkin Center a nd Rumor Control
Center have been added . The goal
is to help and inform every member
of the college who wants a nd needs
help. There are now a total of 125
volunteers with an average of 115
contacts per week .
Volunteers are screened by the
director before considerat ion as
possible staff members. At the
beginning of each schoo l year. an
orientation meeting is held with all
new staff members to di scuss so me
basic imroduct ory information.
the goals of the Center. what ca n be
expected, and the colunteers' questions. For new volunteers joining
durin g the year, specia l sessio ns are
set up as needed to cover thi s informa ti o n. The training progra m
consists of four sessio ns each month; staff members are required to
attend at least one of the four. The
training includes films dea ling with
student problem s. speakers on
various issues, and general rap sessions concerning specific probl em
calls or any general problems
which staff members are experiencing. Role-pla ying and professional tapes of calls with follow-up
discussion on how they were handled are also us_ed. The final and
most important aspect of training
is "learning on thej ob." In additiqn
to this program, volunteers for the
Walk-In Center participate in a
week-long sensitivity type training
before being considered qualified
membe"rs of that Center.
The Rumor Control division of
the Center is designed to keep the
entire college community· completely aware of current events and
relevant information. and at the
same time help lessen the apat hy
problem that has plagued college
campuses for years. Rum o r Co ntrol serves as a place where
student s, facult y. and administrators can come and receive
relevant and correct information
concerning any aspect of campus
policies, and campus and national
unrest. T hrough this division the
Center hopes to alleviate much of
the misinformation that has caused
strikes and ill fee lings throughout
the camp us in the past.
The Walk-In Center functions
primaril y as a peer-counseling ser-

vice; it was added beca use ma ny
people prefer face-to-face contact
when discussi ng a problem as opposed to telephone conversation. It
also serves as an information
center for those students who are
interested in becoming involved in
the college but don't know how.
Up -to-dat e ··• information
is
available on every club and
organization on campus - their
-activities, the number of peo ple
! hey need, and the skills required.
The method of c;valuation wHich
seems to be most effective and
satisfactory is a self-evaluation
program. All volunteers a re asked
to be constantly eva lua tin g
them selves and their work in the
Center. Those who feel they cannot
handle the work are asked to
volunt aril y resign . In the event that
this method does not work . the
director and office coordinators
review the work of the volu nt ee rs.
discuss their feelings and the
voluntee rs, a nd tr y to wor k out an
agreea ble soluti o n. Dismissal is
rare, a nd used o nl y as a last resort.
Some a d vice given staff
members include: "Be aware of
yo ur limitations. If yo u don't feel
yo u can handle a call. ask for help.
It's more intelligent to ask for help
when yo u need it than to try a nd
almost certainly screw it up. Do n"t
be; completely dependent upon our
referrals. T he trend with out calls
currently has been people just wanting to rap. You'll really turn ·them
off if you start sending them all to
counseling. Use yo ur head ·a nd get
a feeling for what they want a nd
need . .. Deal wit h the caller as a
p~rso n; do not be clinical. but do
not become too personally inv.olved in the problem. T his will not
only mess up yo ur own life; it will
aJso • make yo u a less effective
telephone listener. Above a ll.
respect • the caller'.s right . .to
a·nony"iii1ty. He ·must feel he can
trust us to remain completely confidential. .. remember. the caller
always comes first. We must keep
our 'ego trips' outside the center
and co nsider o nl y our role in helping people. Let's get a long with
each ot he r and see the Director
immediately if there a re a ny difficu lt personal hassles. It's most
important to keep our 'family'.
together."
Communication-H elp Ce nter is
s p onsored
by
Stude nt
Organazation Inc .. which has contr ibuted a tremendous amount of
both financial and moral support.
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Squires Crush Queens 18-2 Berghahn-Martinson
by Honk T, dmo
.
Quee ns C olleg~ Jo urneyed to
Newark St a~e Fr_id a,Y aftern oo n.
and the _S q_u~res d1dn t exactl y extend _the1r visito_rs a warm welco me.
Putt_m g ?n their most devast atin g
sconn_g in hist~ry, Newa rk St ate
humiliated _their guests 18 - 2.
Queens arrived for the contest
more than an hour late . . . Judging
by the results, they probably
wished they had never showed up
at all .
Newark State's prolific scoring
trio of John Mac Fayden, Mike
Natale, and Jeff Miller broke the
game wide open in the early
moments of the first quarter as
together they accounted for all
eight goals scored in the period .
Mac Fayden and Miller each had
three goals during the onslaught
while Natale scored twice. providing the Squires with a commanding
8 - 0 margin.
So far, all three attackmen have
had fantastic seasons for the
Squires, and right now. are near
the top of the division scoring race.
In Natale, Mac Fayden and Miller.
the Squires have three of the best
attackmen in the league: anyone a
potential all conference candidate.
In the second quarter some of
the other Squires began to get into
the scoring act as Bill Wittmer. seeing action for the first time since he
sustained a knee injury in a preseason scrimage, scored a pair of
goals- one on a beautiful over the
shoulder shot that flew by the startled Queens netminder.
Moments later, Gene Muzyka
settled around t~~. ene1;1y goal and
backhandled a deflected shot into
the nets. Toward the end of the
period, Bob Giordano and Paul
D'orne scored to lift the Newark
Srare bulge to an overwhelming 13
- 0 at halftime.
No coach seeks to humiliate his
opponent
and
consequently.
Hawley, Waterman and assistant
Tum Hooper substituted freel y
throughout the second half. At one
point during the third quarter.
goalie Jim Montalbano was
revoved and asked to sit out the
rest of the game.
Nevertheless the results proved

Chi Wins
IFSC
Basketball

, ;_m ;Ja, Afte, Bo b G;o,da no
picked up his second goal of the
con~e~t: Mike Dwyer, play ing in
his 1mt1al game fo r Newa rk State
sc_o red? and Kurt Waner fo llo wed
with his first goal ever as a Squire.
Shortly afterward, Barry Br~ndon
talleyed and in the final period Al
T yson did likewise, finall y putting
an end to the Squire scoring.
. Somewhere in between the blit z,
8111 Rodgers and John Donarci
scored for Queens to a~ert the shut
ou~. The final score was a devasta ting 18 - 2.
Although the game ended in a
great victory for Newark State, it
nevertheless, may have pJoven to
be _a costly one. In the second
pen~d Steve Zamek_, ~II conference
m1df1elder was rnJured while
attempting to scoop a loo~e ball on
th_e jagged tuft. ~amek's lacrosse
suck got caught in the field, with
the butt end of the stick crashing
into his collar bone. Zamek was
taken to a near-by hospital for
observations where there is fear of
a possible fracture.
. ~eedless to say, Zam~k's return
1s _v1t~l to Newark Stat~ s hopes of
wmmng a conference title. He can
face off better than anyone on the
team, and thus can control play in
opposite areas of the field.
Also, Zamek's injury is just
another added to the midfield , a

pos,Hon that has al,oady been
severely ha mpered this season. .
Bill Wittmer, !\as j ust come back
from a kne e injury substa in ed during a pre-season scrimmage, while
J o hn Lynch has not bee n a ble to
return to action since suffering a
badly sprained ankle in the seaso n
opener against Stevens Tech .
In addition, Newark State
played Friday without the services
of Ward Closterman who is nursing a sore left shoulder.
Although Newark Romped to
an 18 - 2 verdict over Queens. the
Squires are mindful of the fact that
the return of these veterans is
essential if the team is to defeat upcoming conference rivals, Dowling
and N . Y. Maritime, and thus keep
their hopes of a conference championship alive.
Squire Notes: Victory over
Queens leaves Newark State with a
2-0 conference record and a first
place, tied with Dowling and
Maritime . .. 18 goals scored against
Queens - most ever for Newark
State- previous high, 17 against
Ocean C.C. in 1971. .. Squire at
home this Saturday against
Kutztown State and we are out to
reverse last years bitter 7-6 defeat
in Pa. Game time 1:00 P. M. Also at home next Thursday against
powerful Rutger's J . V. - Game
time 3:00 P. M.

Catalano to Assist
Squires Team

1) R n·,
'i"I/Hf 1 • ·
Jim Catalano, former baseball
and basketball
standout
at
Belleville High School. Newark
State College and Jersey City State
College, will serve as an assistant
baseball coach at Newark State
College at Union this spring.
Catalano attended Bellville High
School from 1964- I 968. As a
senior he was a standout in basketball and baseball. He earned All
State recognition in baseball as a
senior.
Upon graduating. Jim entered
Newark State College at Union. As
a sophomore he was named to the
New Jersey State College Athletic

Conference basketball All Star
Team. Catalano moved to Jersey
City State as a junior. During his
senior year the Belleville resident
was named to the E.C.A.C.
Division III weekly all star team 4
times. Jim also gained All State
recongition for his play in the
backcourt .
Catalano plays baseball during
the summer in the tough Essex
County League. Last year he led
the league in hitting.
Jim will be assisting Head Coach
Ron San Fillipo. San Fillipo is also
a Belleville High School graduate.

Marine Corps
Fitness Test
Given at NSC

b v Jack Garrr
Sigma Theta Chi ratiied from a
seven point half time deficit to
defeat Sigma Beta Tau in the
fourth game of a best of five series
Hawley C. Waterman. Director
by the score of 72-52.
of
Athletics, Newark State College
1
• Chi's starting five of Bob Mack.
Dennis Ciccone, Jack Farrell. at Union, today announced plan s
Larry Ciborowski. and Mike Man- for the 14th Annual Regiona l
Marine Corps Youth Ph ys ica l
dato just proved too much for
Tau's best as they outscored them· Fitness Competitiun. · on- - the
by 47-20 in the second half of.thi s Newark _State campus. April 10.
began at 8:00 a.m. and running
fi-nal contest.
.
Larr y Ciborowski led a ll scorers throughout the da y.
Approximatel y 500 high schoo l
with 24 points for the winners as
Dennis Ciccone and Bob Mac k studehts participated in the April
!O series of events, which is part of
contributed 15 of 14 point s respecthe
US _Mar! ne Corps ati o-nal
tively.
.
Kevin White and Mike Kn oth . Compet1t1on. Last year's district
tailed 16 points each for the losers championship was awarded to
as another Greek basketba ll seaso n Ramse y High School (N .J .). the
team from Ramsey also earhed the
came to an end.
National Title.
All in all it was a fine game and a
The 500 young men partough series, as it always is. and
both teams should be commend ed ticipating at the Newark State

Handball Tournament
Any student interested may participate. Single
Elimination April 23, 7:00-9:00 P.M., Gym D, Call 2338922 for further information.

Lead
w001en' s
Ten Off
•
n IS Season

The weather at the FD UTeaneck courts on April 5th was
ideal - for kite fl ying. Both teams
were playing their first spring
match under conditions in which
the temperature was low and the
winds were unbelievably strong
and unforgiving. However, our
women were well-prepared (as
anyone who has played on our
windy courts has discovered) and
the competition ended with
Newark State winning all five matches.
The first winners wen~ Lesl\e
Berghahn and Cathy Martinson (60, 6-0). As a new doubles team.
they proved to be a compatible duo
and should prove to be a strnng this
season. The other team members
performed accordingly:
I st
Singles- Sue Schmit ( 6-4, 6-1 ), 2nd
Singles- Eileen Sypara (6-1. 6-0),
3rd Singles- Donna Zientek (6-4. 6-

2), and 1st Doubles- Kath y Ma tthews and Joyce Otte (6-0, 6-2). All
in all, it was a good beginning for a
challenging season!
This season's team is being cocaptained by Seniors Sue Schmit
and Eileen Sypara. The coaching
"stafr' consists of Dolores Shiposh
and Glenn Martinson (incapacitated men's varsity player
who wants to ensure his sister's being on· a winning team). The enthusiasm and abilities of the
players should enable Glenn's wish
to be fulfilled.
·
Interested in finding out what it
is all about? Come to our next
Home matches: JV play Ramapo
State at 3:30 pm on Thursday. April 12th; Varsity and JV against
Douglass at 3:30 pm on Monday,
April 16th. Guaranteed - you will
see some good tennis being played
by the fair-haired damsels!

HEY ALL
YOU FOLK!!
The INDEPENDENT is ready to staff its Editorial
Board for next year. Applications for the following
positions are now being accepted:

Business Manager
News Editor

Assistant News
Editor
Feature Editor
Assistant Feature
Editor

Photography
Editor
Assistant
Photography
Editor
Sports Editor
Advertising
Manager
Circulation
Eoitor

*EDITOR-IN-CHIEF _ __
*MANAGING EDITOR _ __

If you're interested in running for one of the above
positions, check the appropriate office and submit to
the INDEPENDENT no later than April 26th. Elections
are April 27th.
·

College at Union meet represent 32
, Northern New Jersey high schools.
••
1'
The team winner competed against
NAME:--'-': _··--'· __·. - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - winners of other regional meets
PHONE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
from the First Marine District
_.., which includes New York. Long - '' IMPOl,TANT'!!' If you are not presently a regular staff •
Island ,
Connecticut.
Mas member or Editorial Board member, you MUST submit ~
-~ sachusetts, Rhode Island. New
an example(s) of your work to illustrate qualification
; Hampshire. Vermont and Maine.
for the position desired. Applications lacj<ing such
' Three 6 man teams will be selected
material will not be considered.
·: ; to represent the First Marine Dis·. trict in the national competition
NOTE: Photographe.rs myst have their own cameras ;
: held later in the year in
.:. Washington. D.C.
and must be able tcf develop and process their own f
The 18 teams representing the 6
Marine Corps Districts competed
for shcolarships as well as trophies
and medals of achievement. The
top scoring high schoo senior ·
received a scholarship award from
the General Foods Corporation.
The top scoring team will receive a
scholarship award also.
Further information on the
April 10 competition ma y be obtained by contacting Sgt . Emerest
; Walters, USMC. Public Affairs
.NCO, Raritan Arsenal. Edison .

prints.

,..

t'
*(only those with at least one-year's experience on
the Editorial Board are eligible to run-for the positions
of Editor-in-Chief and Managing Editor.)

Typewriter
available at
Bookstore.
student rates.

rentals
College
Special

Job Opening
Date Control Clerks

No Experience, 3rd sh_ift,
good benefits
Wakefarm Food Corp.
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. _. .33_3_N_
. •B•ro•a•d-S•t.•,•E•li•z·_ _.,,.
..

•
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Thursday, April 12, 1973
7:30 - 10 PM
Transcedental Meditation
6:00 - 10 PM
Omega Sigma Psi Meeting

Downs-Formal Lnge.
Downs-Room A

I ~I DEP E~I DE~r·r
£!\~
ID) ~ ©w
---a~i100@ID)(W~a ~@ ooo

Frida~April 13, 1973
Saturday, April 14, 1'973
6:00 - 2:00 AM
Puerto Rican Dance

Downs Dining Rm 1-11

Sunda~April 15, 1973
7:30 - 9 PM

Downs Formal Lnge.

Transcedental Meditation

Monday, April 16, 1973
Tuesday, April 17, 1973
1:30- 3PM
College Center Board Meeting
1:40 PM
SOS Speaker (from liberation
group UNITA) on ar
in Angola , Africa
9:00 - 4 PM
Sen ior Recruitment
6:00 - 11 PM
Nu Sigma Tau Card Party
6:00 - 10 PM
Sigma Beta Tau Meeting
6:00 - 9 PM
Hotline Train ing
Wednesday, April 18
7 PM - 10 PM

Transcedental Med itat ion

Downs- Formal Lnge.

Littl e Th eatre
DownsRoom B
Downs-Dining Rm I
Downs-Formal Lnge.
Downs-Rm B

Downs-Formal Lnge.

see centerfold
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